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INTRODUCTION 

, Electron spin resonance (c. s. r. ) investigations of organic free radicals 
have been mainly concerned with the observation of either stable free 

radicals which can exist In solution for at least several minutes or un- 

stable radicals whose lifetimes, typically of the order of a few secoads 

or less la solution, have been extended by freezing the reaction medium 

once radicals have been formed, or, more usually, by the production of 

radicals In an already frozen medium by irradiation. H. s. r. observation 

of radicals In the solid phase suffers from the disadvantage th*t poorly- 

resolved spectra are usually obtained. Wo methods of producing short- 
lived radicals In solution In a sufficiently high concentration to be 

observed by a. S. ri'are electrolysis and rapid-flow. 7be former method 
is useful for radicals with lifetimes of a few seconds whereas the flow 

method can yield a suff Iciently high steady state concentration of radicals 

where lifetimes are of the order of a few milliseconds. 7be rapid-flow 
technique has been used by a few groups of workers employing an e. s. r. 

aqueous flat cell mixing device end although excellent work has been 

carried out with this mixer - la particular the observation of phenoxy 

radicals and simple neutral radicals from the reaction of the hydroxyl 

radical with organic compounds - It has the two major disadvantages of 

a fairly large dead "cc between mixing and observation and a certain lack 

of robustness when used with a solvent such as liquid ammonia. 
Although the e. a. r. spectra of a very large number of radicals 

have been described in the literature, there are a number of simple radical- 
anions which have so far escaped detection using the conventional method 

of production (reduction by alkali inetal In an ether In vaCUO). EXaMPICS 

of such hitherto unobserved radical-anions are those from benzaiulde, 

styrene. benzoic acid. cyclohexenone and 
juntLi recently) pyridine. 7he 
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following chapters describe the dcvclopment and 4PPII=tlOn Of a rapid- 
flow reduction tachnlqw desigmed primarily to obsem bY C., a. r. radical- 
anl= of such compounds. 

Although a somcwhat ha=vdous materiali, tho medlum of liquid 

ammonla was chosen both for Irs pioperties as a volve= and because 
a solution of zodlum (or other dlkall metal) In ainmocla PrOVIdes a source 

of solvatcd clectroa, an, c=rcmely powerful reducing APat. Utdoubtedly 

the greatest difficulty encountered during the work was tha design of a 

robust and eMcieat mixing call to cope with rapid temperature changes 
and higli pressures during tha initial stage- s of flowing. 

Results obtained from volvated electron reductW of zaany organic 

compounds are given In tho following chapters where It to seen that 

althouýft In many Instances etraightfoxward addition of an clectroa occurs 
to give radical-anions. some results are unexpected ovAng to secondary 

reactions protonation) taklao place or to relatively slow molecular 

motions hindered rotation). Often analysis of th* spectra proved 

at least as difficult a task as production of radicals, especially for styrene 

and related compounds. 

/ 
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ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE 

Blectronipin -resowz6a (e. s, ri) spectroscopy is used for detecting 

unpalred'electrons, 6ftem at very low concentrations. and gIvIn, -,, 
detailed Infonnation on their location and energy; it has therefore 

direct applicition In the study of organic free radicals. H. s. r. has 

become a standard technique in the hands of the physicd-organic 

chemist and many articles and reviews have be= writtcu . 
1-6 

For a free radical containing one Unpalred electron, 'WhIch does 

not Interact with any nmgnetic nuclei. all directions of the magnetic 

moment vector of the electron. are equally probable and there Is no 

energy difference betweeg tt! ým. It this free radical to then placed 
In a magnetic field then two orientations Of the electrOn Inagaetic moment 

become possibleelther parallel or awiparallel with the applied field. 

No Intermediate conditions are Allowed by the restrictloa of quantisation 

since Sa1.7bose electrons wM magnetic moments allsned with the 

field bave a lower energy (IS'6H IC30) týIaA In, the abqCaCC Of a MaSnOtIC 

field, and those which'are allped alplast the field ýAve a greater energy 

(IgOH: nore). 
Ms 

80+1 

OH 

enerMr In 
almence of, fleld 

f1s j 

energies in 
presence of flald 
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H Is the napetle. fleld 
ý 
in Cersted. - 0, Is a conu= and is caUed the Bohr 

mapeton, g Is am spoctrosco*, splUting factor wUch for a free electroa 

has the "lue 2.0023. , Howsm, because of tbelact1bat t1m uppelred 

elactron In a'free radical Is stM sligWy, bound t9 parsmapetle atom$ 

causlag some Interaction with tha oýW motjon, - the S-Jactar differs 

front 2.0023 by mma ardowts. 
7U detection of electron spin resoaaade depeuts ax the Mereace 

between the uuvaber of alectums In the 9x0und state (S = -1) Md 00 

culted state (S a 44). 7his dlUerence Is given by the Maxwell- 
Boltzm4an exprefolon 

Ni kT 
N2 

where Ij and N2are the electron populations of the excited and ground 

stateal AU Is the energy separation of the two states. k Is the Boltzmann 

constant and T the absolute temperature. 
U radiation energy of Ircqi=ry v- Is fed to the s; mple the electron 

In the lower energy state will be excited to the uppor energy level and 

those having the. bighcr energy will be stimulated to return to the lower 

level. This Oýly Occura at the resonance condhIon where 

hv n gAH 

Apart frova stfinulateid ernissiou another mechanism oc4urs - relmtlon - 
to allow the higher enerFy electrons to become'lawor energy electrons. 
If this did not operate tbo e=rgy level 'populatjozz would soon equallse 

and there would be no further abnorptioa of radiation. k to this 

absorption of radla tionki-b1ch tho a. s. r. spectrometer Is designed to 
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ually used for organic free racticals is the detect. 7be frequency us-11, 

radar X- band I. e. about 9000 bAHz., which after substituting In tha 

above equation requires a magrietIc field of about 3000 Oersted. 

It the orbital of the unpaired electron encompasses an atom which 

Ias a nucleus with a magnetic moment then the energy levels of the 

electron will be split. For Interaction w" one proton (Mi wtf) both 

the upper and lower electronic energy levels will be Split Into two- 

Ms 44 

ml 

IMI 

s min 

The selection rule a M, a0 operates so that there will be two possible 

transitions, each occurring at a sliguly different field value. 7berefore 

In the e. s. r. experiment as the magnetic field Is altered two radiation 

absorptions will be detected at different field values, Diteractions with 

a greater number of magnetic nuclet of varying nuclear spins yield 

complex multiline spectra. The number of lines Is given by 
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(2n III+ 1) (2n 212+ 1) .... (2n 
nIn 

+1 ) where n is the number of 

nuclei within each group with a nuclear spin Of I I% 
Tha analysis of a spectrum yields two quantltLas ImPOrtant In the 

discussion of results obtained In the present work: a) tho g-value and 
b) one or more coupling constants which measure the extent of the 

Interaction between the electron and lateracting nuclei. 7U(; g-value 

rarely deviates significantly from the free electron value of 2.0023 

for Organic free radicals La solutioa although the presence of some 

nuclei such as sulphur causes it to alter more than othem. 

, Ver a small simple molecule where the electron 'sees" only two 

or three magnetic nuclei t1W a. x. r. spectrmn will consist of just a 
few lines. 7be smallest coupling constant will be the distance In 

Corsted from the first Me to tho second. Since these two lines way 

now be reduced to (me Me the whole number of spectral lines can be 

reduced by half (for Ia 1); this process Is repeated until all coupling 

constants are obtained. As a check of the analysis the coupling 

constants can be Incorporated Into a computer program to simulate 

the spectrum after which minor adjustments can ba. made to correct for 

small measurement errors. For most of the spectra actually obtained 

the pattern to not a simple one, 7he first lines are not always seen 
but more usually the difficulty lies In having a large number of lines 

overlapping so that a guess has to be made as to the location of even 

the third or fourth lines. In the case of 2-tnethylpyridine, a comparatively 

simple molecule. for example, 192 lines are expected and over 900 

lines for the dimer produced from further reduction of 2-methylpyridine. 

Analysis must therefore proceed by inspired and Intelligent guesswork. 
71e compiler Is a valuable aid to Interpretation bit Iti; ý extreme 
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sensitivity toý stuaIl'cban,,,. cs Is something OfA disadvaatage,; an error 

of as littlo as 0.019* in one coupling constaat often *Ids an Incorrect 

slintiation. 
'-TI I ja hyperflile coupling coattants obtained -can'olteu Ideatify a 

rditicular radical and give preciso Idozýuiatlanou the atructurcsuch 

ab'coplanarity of substiWeat groupi and the-'addidan or rmnoval of, atollis 
during reactionp 

.. 
S., addition of a protcai to PYridlac dl-acids and 

retuoul. of fluorine from fluorobenzonitrile (q. v retatioa L. ý How the laterP 

of a spectruin has been used to Identify and examin6 other radical-anions 
18 dILICUSSed Id'followlag ýMpterv. ''''* 
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THE -RAPID FLOW., TECHNIQUE 

Tba, MCC11=1sals of chcmical and blolog^, IC41 reactions have long been 

InvestlZated by the Isolation of end-products and by-productst the 

reccM. Struction of possiMe reaction routepand elimination of some of 
these routes by further expeXimentation, TzIs bas led to tua-ay inspired 

and often correct Interpretations of the behaviour of molecules towards 

other molecules and biological materials to variotj substrates. 
To find the correctness or otherwise of thesexe4cUon paths It Is 

nece=ary to obtain positive physical evidence for the postulated 
Intermediates; until the early 20th century this was not possible In most 
cases where these Imermediates were not lsol&Ne,, The problem of 
the Identification of these short-lived Intermediates Is one of two parts: 
the production of these transients and their observation. 

Transient Intermediates may be produced by a variety of methods: 
two Important techniques are electrolysis (!. I. ketyl radical-anions 
from ketones7), and Y-Irradiation methyl radicals from alkyl 

8 halides at 77PK ýA particularly novel method of preparing primary 

radicals has been described by Bennett; alternate layers of substrate 

and alkali metal are deposited on a rotating cryostat. 9 The flow method, 

whIO Is w4ly used, has the advantaps firstly that the lifetime of a 

particular species does not necessarily have to be extended by lowering 

the temperature or solidifylnZ thereby changing reaction conditions, and 

also a steady stateconcentration of Intermediates can be produced at 
a given place only a few milliseconds after mixing. 7bls was the method 

used to obtain the results presented In this worko, 
PossiNy the first use (4 the flow principle for stuiylng reactions was 
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in -1905 iýlxm RivchleO followed tho NOI'02, xea'ctI6a byý41owing each , 

gas to enter one sIde arm of a T-shaped giass iaher. FolloivinguibLIng, 

t- he products were ibsorbod after very short t1moUtervals (tho shortest 
0.025 secs) In a soltilan vvta,: h quonched the reactl=, that al-morUng 

solution being then analycod. Lh 1922a s1milarsttrlywas" =dell on 
the ethylene - bromine reactl= wh" was munitomd ranornerrIcally, 
but the first application of f= =izIng of soltalons wis by IIartrIdV 

and Itouahton! 2 7bis exparl=c=4 procedure vm% used" for the 

measurement of the ratC of oxiation of a d1lite solution- of reduced 
bam3slobla'with myg=. catumted water and therate of reduction'of oxy- 
hamno, gRobini. - the reaction was mcr. Itored spectroscopicallY. ' SiacO the 

experhnent of Hartridge and ROU0. ton n=y m6difleatioc. 9 have been 

mado to the orif,, Inal teemlque of fast mixing to suit the CnOrMOUS raA9V 

of reactions studied. SoMe revl=6 dcaliniwith these modifications 

and their reasons are even In refs. 14 -17. Way oxidation StUAIICS have 

been carried out using the Inizer of Dixon and Norn=18 where observation 

of radical spectroscopy. 7hesainclude 

cxi&, tion Of phenoI49-11, alPMtjc aldehydes, 22 carbehydraics. 6%F and 

esters. 24 Biological applications Include CaMerhaents on blood pigmeats2S 

and hwinoglobin and liponte dctydrogenase. 26# 27 

contiderations In-Destm, of a. Fstst MWng Apparatus 

The production of an efficient mixer necessitatct a Consideration of 

both the method of Introducing th*'separate solutions to the p6lat of mixing 

and the behaviour of the mixing volutions. 
It Is essentiil f6i equal or almost equalvolumes of each solution to 

arrive at the mixing point. This can be achieved In'a slow flow apparatus 
by'pressing down 6n a platform to operate two syringes. For faster flow 
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ra; es a constant pressure head of a. inert to the soluxions. being used, 

Is usu*dly employed. Whan two nowlajr solitions are suddenly placed 

t0getber In a tube thare Is a fInItc length In which u*i1ar, Is taking place. 

An Ideal tuIxer would keep this len-ýth negllfdble with resivet to the 

reaction and tho mothod of obsarvation. To keep this mixing length as 

small as possible in practical mixers It is nrizessary to considar fluid 

properties such as maim-flow, turbulence and cavitation. 

Once In tho observatlon tube the solutlon mm: be. as near inass-flow 

Its POSSIbIct that Is, th, -, solttAoa valocIty at the centre must be as close 

as pnssible to that at tho pcripttary. Tils does not uumlly Present a 

problcm since deviation$ from wass-flow are negilgible for solutions 
travelling above the - critical value for turbulence which in tu= Is a pre- 

requisite for efficient mbdng. Turbulent flow le caused by radial 

components due to eddying and am inin1mum velocky, uO . Is given. by 

Repold's equation: 

uc a 1000 1), 
pxr 

Wberg 11 18 the VISCOGUY in POI$C3# p, the densfty of the sollution add r 

the xudlus of the tube In cra. ýFor water at 20 aC In a tube of I u= 

diameter uc so 200 cm/sec or 1.6 tul/sec. 
Cavitation Is caused by variations In the bydrostatic pressure of the 

streming liquid at different parts of the observation tube giving rise to 

a strcam of bubbles. This only occurs at very high flovr rates aM Is 

enhanced by the presence of soluble gasee; 
28 

7be results preemcd La this thesis were obtained w1th a rapld-tuixiag 

device and the application of the above criteria In the development and 

construction of this mixer Is described In the experimental chapter. 
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THE - SOLVAT13D -ELECTRON AND REDUCTION IN 

L12UID AMMONIA, 

722e fact Omt alkali inetals dissolve In liquid aimuoula has been 

known for over a hundred years29 and that the blue solution contalas 

solvated electrons was postulated as early as 1908 by Kraus. 30 

Kraus postulated that the ractal dissociated la ammonia solution 

to givo both solvated cations and isolvated electrons, 

M -* 1,2"Olv ciolv 
Although solvated electrons are will, thourbt to be present In alkali metal - 
ammonia solutions the exact nature of the soIvation cloud Is still uncertain. 
It 1,9 thouypt3l-33 that the Clectr= of the solvont molecules are dis- 

placed to form a cavityO the unpaired electron being at the centre. 

Supporting evidence for this Is that on dissolvlnf; for example. sodium 

In ammonia there is an increase in volume greater than expected, e. 

60 - 80 ml/raole of wxllum, Instead of 23 MI/mole. 34-38 Me effect of 

temperature and pressure on light absorption also indicates that e- Is 

LU 4 cavity. 
39 Knight slim measurenlents; 

40,41 Indicate that the metal 

cation Is not totally scparated frova the electron; possibly the polarlsed 

isolvent molecules In turn polarlse the M+ Ions. 42 This model of one 

electron In a Solvent cavity Appears to bo trw only for dilute solutions 

(lear. ami O. OS M). At bIgher concentratlons (0.05 - IM) the cavities 

appear to coatala clectron, spla-compensatcd pairs and at higher 

concentrations still tho aolution takes on metallic propartles such as 

hIgh conductivity and metallic lustre, v1z: 

e. . 4, c2- 0- te cýIct 
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Whather a single unpalred electron or an electron pair reacts with an 

organic compound may affect the reduction path In sodluin/lIquid ammonia. 
Mw Initial process of reduction was thought to be the action Of nascent 

43 hydrogen but this was rejected on the basis of the h1rA product yields 

somettimes obtained. 44 Wtllsdftýr" proposed that the first stage was 
the addition of alkali inetal followed by solvolysis. 7here were other 
th_Or, e345 '. _ but the most successful Is that of an Initial, one or two electron 

addition46 to fonn either a radical-anion or a dianton wh" subsequently 

undcrgo further reaction with either elect=4 solvent or substrate 
Mie addition of electrons to a molecule may cause bond cleavage, 

H 
X 

" 7, ". 

X-y"+ e+ 
x6 ' 

;k 

2 e--:: » 
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or opening of a double bond, 

Y-X-x -y 
xy 

+, e-, :: »X - y- ym 

.X-Y-H 

X= Y+ 20- 

U Is tot obvious chemically whether one or two electr=s are added In 

the Initial step but It 13 by e. a. r. since 2o' addition glves diantapetic 

products (ualcss further reactions give a radical). It is possible to 

distIngm1shwhuber anionic or radical latennediatcs are present by 

altering cubstituente, =. . Increasing alkylation (in placo of H) may 
decrease reactloa =tc,, v47 (duo ta Incrcascd hcars of formation) whereas 

any I-iCreasIna =ent of substitmAon -tabillscs radicalsO. 49 and hence 
Increases th-* =ctlon =to. 

PToduct a=lysls provides IlWe cvld=ce bt2 cort: aln factors such as 

the prcaancc. or espacUly th., ab3once, ol d1weric products inay IncHcate 

prevence or ab--cnc-- repcctivclV ef =dl=l mactloas. 
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Mie observation of short-H-v ad free radicals even by a fast-flow 

zuethod demands radical lUctIzacs of at least a few milliseconds. As 

will be seen In later chaprara th-2 initial uptake of an electron may not 
produce the first radical obaerved by e. s. r.; the radical observed may 
be the second or third In a chain of events as In the reduction of aryl 
halidis. , Competing reactlovs way also occur to reduce the concentration 

of e; Olv. Mils is the case when protons are deliberately Introduced, 

as for ethanol/substrate mixtures, or incidentally Introduced as for 

carboxylic acids which Imise to produce protons. In these cases 

either the protons reduce the gwallable coaccatration of electrons so 
that no reaction between eý and organic sub-strata can dccuror the 

801V 
radIcaA produced Is protenated and this protonated species may be the 
first radical observed. Protow La ammonia, wit! ex1st as NH 4 and 
the rate constant for 

kM 
NTe4 + sýl NH3 + IH2 

Is about 1010 3n. sec-1 0 
So Ws Is of the same order as k2 'a 

the reaction 

e. +R 
t2 

RT (11) 

la reaction (1) the formstba of atomic hydrogen Is Inconsistent with 

ram cons=s In liquid a=onii" and probably the rate deetermln]ng 

proceso Is 

NH4* + v- -* NH4 



is 

thea 

NH4 + Nlý + H2 

Nle4 + N112- - 2NIJ3 

or (b) NIH4 -* Nlý + H2 

NH2 + d' -* Nlq 

N Nlý -o 2NH3 

Mwre are many other reactions vddch account for tho coa-observation 

of radicals and these will be discussed as they occurs 
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REDUCTIO14 OF PYRIDINE -1 

AND 

RELATED COMPOUNDS 
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INTRODUCTION 

ý, ktenuedlates In the reduction of pyrMe by solutions of alkali metals 
have long ended positive Identification ; tlthough dw end- products'of - 
this reaction were known to be dipyridyle, 51 

, Pyridine, ' mat or dissolved 

In a'variety of solvents, -e ., tetrahydrofuten(7UF), 52. diutethoxyethane !: A 
(DMR), 53 or acetic anhydride'. 54.55 and treated whb'alWi metals (or 

zinc'for acetic anhydride) always yielded 4,4*-dipyridyl or (more rarely) 
2,2'-dIpyrIdy156 or a tnixture of Isomers. Water and oxygen were 

, 853 to pievent decolnposition of the rigorously ellmluted by someworke, 
Intermediates but 4,4*-dipyridyl was still the first product characterised. 

7be Initial stop In the reaction of pyridine and an alkali metal solution 
was accepted an the transfe r cff an electron f rom the matal to pyridIne to 
form the radcal-anion (pyt) or. more probably In low-dielectric solvents. 

an'lon PaIr W' qHpo, ne pyridine radical was then assunied either 
to dimerlse extremely rapldlyý7 which accounted for the failure to 

Observe PY". or to teact'vith a netersa pyridine molecuIe$6 to form a 
dUmagnetic a-con2plex of the fonn 

H 
4M-N 

Cý 
Wgý 

H 

The elimination of hydrogen with either oxygen or metal tons gives the 
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neutral dipyridyl which can take up a fuithor el6ctron to become dipy i Idyll. 

Many pyridin* radIcal-anlons stabillsed by substitution have been 

characterised by aa8. r. 
58 - 64 but KuwataO Interpreted a singlet e. s ' r. 

spectrm, obtained from a alixtu of pyridine and sodium In MiFs as 

PYT. 7he dissolution of potassium in py: rldlae/THF solution Instead of 
sodium was clabwd66 to be responsible for the observation of an 

optical absorption peak at 330 am which was ascribed to py7, but a later 

attempt to confirm this by e. s. r. failed. 67 Confirmation was obtained, 
howevert by several workerso of a band at about 330 am which can be 

ascribed to py' In pyridiae solution, 
63 Ilquid ammonia. 69 and a solid 

matrix of methyltetrahydrofuran (MTHP). 70 

More positive characterisation, of the pyridine radical-anion would be 

desirable to p tevent any tux ther confusion f,, oin 'Static' techniques Which 

require a itadIcal lifetijue of at least several minutes. ThU his been 

achieved la Uto present work by the rapid-flow technique introduced In 

Chapter I and described la detall In the experimental section. 
Since Mesa results were obtained Talcott and Myerg7l. 1mve puWlshed 

similar results using aa electrolysis apparatus and Kimmel and Strauss 69 

have made use of this to correlate the optical band at 330 arn w" the 

pyridine radical-anion. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

7be e. s. r. spectrum of tho pyxldlne radical-anion was observed after 

a solution. of pyrIdine in liquid ammonLa was mixed in the cavicy of the 

spectrometer with a solution of rodium in liquid ammonia using the rapid- 
low apparatus described b the aqýerlmental section. 7ba coupling 

cons=ts and g-values of this and many substituted pyridlaos are given 
in Table M. 

10,3 7lie best spectrmu was obtalaad with very dilute solutions of ca. M; 

IOM colutions produced a very broad signal from which only the large 

coupling constants could be measured. Lower solute concentrations than 
10'3M could not be used orring to the Instability of the dilute solvated 

electron solution. 
la an attempt to confirm other workers' observation of the 4,4-dipyridyl, 

a dead volume was Introduced between the point of mixing and the point 

of observation equivalent to a dolay of approximately 1/3 sec and then I sec. 
At the shorter time only a very small pyridine radical-anion spectrum 

was seen and no spectnun at all at I sec. This confirms Hennin ý7 

auspIcion that the decay of py-* is fast and the difference between, this 

half-life (less than I sec) and that determined by Talcott and Myers 71 

(approx. I win) can, be acco uated for by the difference of the temperatures 

used (approx. - 43 0C in this work,, -70'0 C In ref 7 1). After the disappeara ace 

of tue pyrIdine spectrwn the anticipated 4,4'-dipyridyl spectrum was not 

produced, which supports the suMestion5l that oxygen is required before 

d1merisation can occur. It Is a possibility that by using equal concentrations 

of e' and of substrate that sufilclent reducing solution was not Present to 

remove hydride Ions from the postulated sigma complex as sodium hydride. 
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A number of flow experiments were conducted to provide further 
0, Information at the concentrations and delay times shown In ThNe I 

where It can be seen that with, only pne exception (a small and unidentif I able 

spectrum) either no spectrum, the e- signal alone or the pyl spectrum 
was obtained. 

A semi-quantitative "static* (as opposed. to 'Ilow) system was developed 

to study the reduction reaction over a longer period of time, This 

comprised the mixing of pyrIdine with sodium In liquid ammonia In a glass 
tube placed la the cavity of the e. s. r. spectrometer, 0 the required temperature 
1)qlag maintained by passing precooled nitrogen gas round the tube. - 
Observation occurred within one minute of mixing and Me spectrum of 
4,4 -dipyridyl was produced which was stable for several hours, * pyl was 

not observed. 
7he three mono-methylpyridlnee,, 2-. 3- and 4-methylpyridine gave 

the simple monomer radical-anions on the flow system- the spectrum of 
3-methylpyridine Is shown at the end of tb1s chapter. Tbe ammonia 

solutions were passed through the mixing-cell at very high flow rates and 
the reservoirs of reductant and substrate solutions (2 11tres each) were 

soon exhausted, with the consequence that only short scan times were 

used to sweep the magnetle. field range of interest, This disadvantage 

Is seen In the 3-methylpyridine spectrum where the fast scan time (less 

than S wins) does not allow the recorder pea to keep pace with the number 

of hyperfine lines towards the centre, 
TIme dimethylpyridines. -2.6-. 3.5- and 3,4-dimethylpyridiae were 

reduced to give the monomer radical4niono. -3.5-Dimethylpyridiae has 

previously been characterized" and although 2.6-dimethylpyridine has 

produced a spectrum undoubtedly of the monomer7l It was not analysed. 
Both mono-and di-methylpyridines were mixed with sodium in liquid 
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TABIX. -1, 

Reaction, of Sodium with Daidine In M suld Ammonia, 

U10sition of mixera Concentrations Comment 

MAII 

la cavity (a) " 15x 1()-3 5x 10-3 Good spectrum of PYT, -, 

(b)ý 3x IDS S, x It)-2 Spoitnm *of p; ý, but 
1. ", broaderliaes 

2* ljý, 'froju (a) 5x 16"3 Weak spectrum of pyo 
cavity (b)- 5 x, 1,0"2 Sx 10-3 

", 60 5i 10,02 x 10-3 0, nly e, signal 
3'4 610 from' (a) 10.1- 10,2 out 7 a-, ajgýal 

cavity (b) 5X 10ý4 5xlo-2- Small signal, not large 
enougb to Identify. Not 
p '; (major triplet split Into y 
5 pcaks) 

RcjkmL of'(b) No signal 

(d) 5x 104 5x 10-3- Very small signal - not 
Identill able 

(e) Repent of (d) No signal 

M 
<<5 x 10-3 5x ITI No sipal, 

a Way from utbdng to obi! ýsrvatbA, _ , , 
14 cavity -all (mixing within few Milliseconds) 
11* from cavJxy, ý- 0.3 seconds 
61' from ca - ý 

VUY j, 5#ecqudq 
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1hylpyr e and amillonia'In'the 'static' technique'and AII except+met 
3,4-d1m&1*Ipjr1dJiý aihIbIted aI pectra sh6wing that dlzýerjsatlon bad 

ocýurred; 'coupllag 6onstants'for the dimers'are shown In Table V. It 

appears At' the blocking of tha 4-position prevents dimerbatton. and 
decay , of the reduced mmomer possibly proceeds via diamagnetic Products; 

72 thla has been noticed by other workers, 
7be two trimeMyl pyridines reduced were 2j4.6- and 2,, 3,6-coI11d1ne; - 

the latter producod an'expectedly complicated pattora of lines both from 

". qaw' and 'static', methoda, and the sqnumetrical coll1dine produced a 
6pectrum of 1o'S-dimethylpyrldiae radical-anion even after repeated 
distillation-,,, Two pure samples were Werefore obtAinedo one commercially 
which was guaranteed to be free of 3,5-dim"Ipyridlae, and the other 
by formation -of the pure picrate (which Is sepazable from that of other 
methylpyridines by' recrystallisatior. ) and regeneration of the original 

collidine on an alumina cola=. - -141ther sample'produced a spectrum 
from flowor static'reduction., 
, ''A similar ftsOpjjr&tje impurity effect was noticed for 4-m*tb*xMr1d1ne 

when the nitrobenzene radical-anion. appeared, but no further work was 

done 64 this because of the small, sample available. 

-2 -MetbW- and 2,, 6-d1meJwxnVridlne both behaYtd 'nOrmallY' giving 

mosomer and dimer spectra on -Iflowl, and Ostatlc'. ý' Its amall, coupling' 

due to mathoxy, groups only appeared when very'dilute solutions were used 

J4 the reduction., 

Pyridine-N-oxide gave the anticipated spectrum by 'flow" but a curious 

sequence of reactions was observed 1by the ! vtaticl method. Mw pyridine 

radical-aniou spectrum Itself was obtained and fouad to be stable for several 

talautes until, dimerisation occurred yi4ding 2,2 '-dlpyri4l. This was 
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confirmed by CPUIparlson with the spectrum obtained by reduction of an 
authentic sample of 2.2*-dipyridyl. 7hefonnationof2,2'ý-dIpy-* from 

pyridine-N-oxide has been noticed by other worko=73 while 4,4ý-dlpy' 
74 4as also been obtainedo 

, FYrId1ne-d5 gave wramely well-resolved monomer and dimer radical- 
anton spectra and the expected AH :AD ratio of approximately 6: 1. 

fyridlae-3- and -4-carb%qlIc acids produced tho expected cpcctra but 

two different ispectra were obtained from pyridine-2-carboxylic acid. 
After several runs a reproducible doublet of quartets was u3ually obsmed 
but Irregularly a more compl= spectruta would appear. Ua first spectrum 

was attributted to 4 radical similar to that produced by tho other mono- 

carboxylic acids, although the Was duo to the 3- azd 3- protons were not 

resolved, with consequent line wkkh broadening (C* 1 a). 7b* second 
was analysed In terms of one proton, additional to the nmuber expected. 
An extra proton was also apparent from the analysis of the spectra of 
five pyridinadicarboxylic acids, libe fact that pyrifte-2-carboxylic acid 

and not 3- or 4- mono-acids shows an extra proton might cu=est bydrogen- 
bonding to the nitrogen but thU is ruled out by the fact that pyridiae-3,5- 
d1carb=ylic acid exhU*a an enra proton where bydrogen-boading Is not 

It Is not unreasonable to assume that the extra proton Is attached to the 

UUMPA atom and not, for examples, at the 4- position, as the latter would 
probably give a recogaisWe I: 2: I pattern superimposed upoa the spectra 

of Unsymmetrical molecules such as the 2,5-discid. Melchior and MaWS 
bavo calculated that VW ratio of byperfine coupling constamts of nitrogen to 

a proton bonded to that nitrogen should be 1: 1.12 and their Investigation 

of 2! ra-phenylenediatulao ridIcal-cation confirms this quIte nicely by giving 
a ratio AN : AH Of I: 0.90, A similar value for this ratio of 1.03 - 1.07 
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(depcndln, g on the tcmpe=r=c) ba, 3 bcc-, % obtained for the k+ radical, 
76 '2114 

An Inspection of coupling constants obtained for tho pyridinodicarbM11c 

acids (Table 110 reveals a isImilar ratlo, hence rarengthoulng the assumption 

that the nitrogen Is protonated, Table U shows the ratios obtained. These 

htlos are In quite ýpod agreement with the expected value of approximately 

Pyridine-2.6-dIcarboxylle acid N-oxido was Invertin-ated In the hope 

that reduction would produce an =protonated species. Howcver* the 

opcotrum. of protonated pyrldlno-2.6-dicarboxýllc acid only was seen, 

which presumably arises either 1;. ýj removal of N-oxygen by the reducing 

tucdlumbr from art Impurity of the original acid. 

7UQ lonisation of H+ from the carboxylic acid gzoup taust be the source 

of protons In liquid ammonia solution and the sodir4! i salt of the 2t 6- 

dicatboxylic acid was laveitigmted in order to ellmliuto aurplus protons 

from the reduction process but was fouad to be Insoluble. A similar 

attempt to remove protons was t=dc by dissolving potassamide with the 

dlacid In ammonia. -N111 + H+ - 111b ; no spectrum was cbtaiaed. 

Ia contrast to the previous experiments to prepare the parent acid 

radical, the preparation of protoulted pyridine radical wat attmapted. 

Pyridine was dissolved In liquid ammonia (10'3bl) and ethanol was added 

to make the solution IM In lit- WO solution Wan then tafted with 10"hi 

sodium solution In the mizing-call. A spectrum, analysed as arising 

from coupling with two pairs of equivalent protonst two laequivalent 

protons and a ultrogen atom was obtained (Table M) attributable to the 

neutral pyridluo radical 

HN 
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TABLE II 

Ratios of Nftrot,,, (m and Attached Proton Coupling 
Constants for ! 2ridinecarboxvItc acid Radicals 

Substmte 

Pyrldlne-2.3- 
dicarboxylic acid 

Pyridine-2,5- 
dicarboxylic acid 

P. vrWine-2.6- 
dkarb=yUc add 

Pyridine-3,5- 
dicarboxylic acid 

6-Metbylpyridine-2,4- 
dicarboxylic acid 

PyrWao-2-carboxylle 
aeld 

AN ±a 

0.83 0.85 

4#22 4.68 

6.16 5.63 

4.78 3.86 

5.05 4.03 

$160 5.19 

AIIIALi 

1.00 

0.90 

1.09 

1.23 

1.2S 

1,07 
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Similar coupling Constant$ hly* b= noticed by Cb', 
1 
777 wbo obtained 

4 MUth less well-regolVed vP)cct-. = by y-radlolysis of frozan golutions 

ofpyrIdIneInetha-nolat770K. Oalythopara, lau,, Daccnt=tloascf 

pyridne/Mianol and sodium Incr. tioncKI AboVe Vve the prcto=ted pyridine 

radIC411 SPOctrum; 211 othor conc=tntionsattejupted gave Cithor pyo,, or no 

spectmi. 
7b-. sequence of reactlons to produce pyll* aro az foHowc: 

py +c0 .4 PYT 

13toll + ml -I+ 3 Elo + M4 
PYT + NH4 4- PYH 4- M3 

accompanied by 
- 
the 

, 
follw1a; I reaction competing for e'solv 

so 
as discussed 

La the Introduction; 

NH44* + e- - NH3 + IH2 

7to Msence of a competing rmctloa probably accounts toz tho critical 

; oncex; =tioj Tound to W nocccsary VjAcc too h4;, 4 a cour. =Zration of ethanol 

would use all available oolvated elcaron at the expmso of pyrIdine radical- 
anion reduction and too low a conecntratioa of ethanol vvould not provida a, 

vutfIcIcnt quantity of protons for rcductlon. For all th-, v., ub. -, tltutzd pyridine 

c=pounds InvcztILmted th: crit4=1 conceatration for ethanol/substrate 

Mixtures could not be found and to spectra were obtained. In, order to obtala 

a better vpc--trmn of protonated pyrIdIno and to obtain a sarks of protonated 
sibstittled p7ridines a two-ataZp jubang tkvice was developod. ryridlac 

and solvated electronwere mixed at stage I to produce pyl which, a few 

=Ullsecoadd later, Was'Wred with ethanol solution at stav U. It was hoped 

that this device woul d minintise the eUect of the competing reaction* but 

either no ipactru's'U at all was obtained or by decreasing the ethanol 
COAcOntrAtIM onlY the substrate monomer spectrum was obtained. 
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MOLECULAR ORBITAL CALCULATIONS -, 

A computer prograut (see experimental chapter) was used to calculate 
the IIUCkel imd imcLacigaa tueorcrical BpJn deaisltlas for substituted 

Ilridiaes shown in the TaXes. No attempt was made at a detailed 
theoreticai investigation. tlw only aim of evaluating approximate spin 
densities being to assist la usalpia$ experimental coupUaa constants. 
14 order to calculate apin densizica We follýwlag parmucters arc required: 

ýJb 
the Coulomb Intagml for elell atont, -rvVrcscntVZg 
th6 p; orbit. ý; rgy of an el"tron In a 17 atoml tal. 

k the reson=cq Integral for cach bond repressenting 

the cnerMr of an electron when It Is be-. Ym two atoms, 

I the appraxl=m conflg=tloa iateract! on coart=t 

used Iry McLachlzn. 73 

7110 SLPPrOxh=tO SPIn deusItles for pyridlue were oLtalaed from a kaowledge 
59 

and 
MOro Onct figures from tlw coiuputer program by 141,411, &= adjustmezt 

of the ParAmeters. Spla deultUwulor the subaltmW pyrldlaos were tl= 

obtained by retalaing the proyloualy determined values of bp k and X for the 

pyridine nucleus and Insertlag appeopriato values for Wombfitituent. 

CarboA atolu Coulotab I=grals arc usually takea as zej, -o; X6 following 

ref. 71* Wab givca the valua 0.75 and the other vatUlAcs were set as follows: 

4 
31 **ý 5 

2nc N6 
1 

hN a 0.8 kC. N 'a 1.1 

kc. c a 1.0 
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For mothyl groups a couxUiatloa al tha laducUvo and Uyporconjugative78 

mowls was wed; 

4 \.... 
00 

... `0 
c-C-H3 

hcI *a -0.2 kc9. c, a 0.76 

st-st 0 -0.1 "C 

b113 m -0.5 

IIC,, 
-11,, a 2.0 

Tito Coulomb and resonance latcgrals"Jor -COOff were obtained from a 
study of benzole acid and Its derivatives (see Chapter IV) 

2.0 kcs-ct, = 1.2 

C. ý c kC--. 0 1.6 

7ho MCCOWCII rel"joa , 79 ship proyJdes a link betwom experbuentally 
observed coupling constants (A) and spia densities (P), 

PQ 

Is a constant and for pyridines Q! l was found to be 23.6. CH 
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TABLE III 

Co2pling I Constants and lbooretical Spin jensities 

for_! 2ridine Radical-anions 

Ring positions are num. 'ýcred as In the fol 
23 

IN4 1 

ý\ 

D/ 

65 
Experimental 

Coupling Spin 
constants densities 

lowing dilg=; 

Calculated 

Spin densities 

Svbstrate POSItiou (CO) HUckel McLachlan 

Pyridine 1 6.31 0.226 0.25G 0., '173 
2 3.55 O. ISO 0.143 0.148 
3 0.79 0.033 0.059 0.011 
4 9.63 0.403 0.333 0.403 

Pontadetterlo- 1 6.33 
pyridIne 2 0.50 

3 0.13 
4 1.49 

2-Methylpyridae 1 5.6.1 0.202 0.239 0.252 
2 2.3.1 0.033 0.039 0.079 
3 1.56 0.066 0.106 0.074 
4 9. S3 0.403 0.333 0.401 
5 r .1 < 0.004 0.028 -0.029 
6 4.39 0.186 0.189 0.212 

3-MethylpyrIdIne 1 6.34 0.227 0,259 0.274 
2 4.07 0.172 0.165 0.203 
3 0.45 0.016 0.039 -0.012 
4 9.61 0.407 0.322 0.390 
5 1.33 0.057 0.079 0.040 
6 2.63 0.113 0.109 0.105 

.... contlaued 
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TABLE III (c=tlzýwd) 

Experimental 
4wculated 

Coupling Spin, Spin densities 
Q=ztants cLensities 

Substrate Position (00) Huckal McLachlan 

41vIethylpyridIne 1 5.67 0.204 0.246 0.260 
2 3.60 0.155 0.144 0.155 
3 0.058 0.024 0.044 -0.004 
4 11.31 0.403 0.320 0.383 

21 w-"'eii'hylpy'r- #'34 1 5.73 0.206,, 0.243 0.258 
2 2.89 0.103, 0.132 0.132 
3 0.146 0.016 0.078 0.039 
4 8.66 0.366 0.320 0.388 
5 0.82 0.034 0.044 -0.004 
6 2.89 0.122 0.147 O. IS9 

2,6-Dlmcthylpyr- 1 4.86 0.174 0.224 0.235 
idine 2 3.16 0.112 0.130 0.133 

3 0.71 0,030 OX65 0. tP. 3 
4 9.2,10 0.39 3 0.341 0.413 

4-DliýethyIPYr- 1 5,77 0.208 0.247 0.261 
Idine 2 4.93 0,211 0.189 0.213 

3 < 0. *2 <0.007 0.026 -0.027 
4 U. 48 0.410 0.303 0.369 
5 2,34 0.099 0.065 0.025 

,, 
6,4 1.51 0.064 0.103 0.107 

3,5-Dimethylpyr- 1 6.40 0.229 0,264 0.281 
Wine , 2 3.18 0.134 0.1 -. 11 ý 0.158 

3 1.06 0,037 0.036 0.012 
4 ra. 85 0.375 0.3106 0.373 

2: Mctho2. jpyr- 1 8.14,16 0.23.1 0.243 
Idine 2 0" 2% 3 0.007 0.006 O. ODI 

3 1.09 0.046 0.130 0.105 
4 7.14 0.302 0.331 0.397 
5 0.46 0.019 0.018 -0.043 
6 4.29 0.181 0.212 0.241 

6. . continued 
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TABLE III (continued) 

EXTU. -riluental Cal culated 
Coupling Spla spin densItles 
constants densItles 

Substrate Position, (0ý0) Mae! mcLachian 

. Vp 6-DinlethoxyPyr- 1 4.41 0.217 0.227 
Mao 2 0.15 0.005 0.010 O. M 

3 0.83 0.035 0.073 0.030 
4 10.16 0.430 0.361 0.437 

PyrIdIne-N-adde 1 11.00 0.270 0.293 
2 3.03 0.128 0.116 0.118 
3 0.43 0.018 0.053 0.020 
4 8.52 0.361 0.303 0.368 

Pyrldinc-2- 1 4.1 0.132 0.206 
carboxylle add 2 0.203 0.227 

3 0.062 0.045 
4 5.5 0.230 0.09 0.083 
5 0,163 0.: '. 11 
6 4.1 0.173 0.005 -0.037 

Pyridine-2- 1 5.60 0.224 0,146 0,143 
carboxylic add 2 0.240 0.286 
(proto=tcd) 3 0.96 0.041 0.021 -0.030 

4 9139 0.398 0.192 0.224 
5 1.66 0.070 0.091 0.067 
6 3.03 0.131 01108 01105 

N-H 3119 

Fyridine-3-carb- 1 1.64 0.064 0.050 0.019 
oxylic acid 2 1109 0.046 0.035 0.0.50 

3 0.157 0,152 
4 7 . 218 0.308 0.216 0.259 
5 0.47 0.019 0.009 -P, 049 
6 6.83 0.374 0.278 0.339 

Pyridine-4-carb- 1 5.51 0.1913 0.192 0.215 
oxylic add 2 1.96 0.083 0.071 0.051 

3 1.96 0.083 0.115 0.116 
4 0.201 0.218 

continued 
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TABLE III (coatinued) , 

Experimental Calculated 
Coupliag Spla Spin densitles 
constants deasitles 

Substrate POSItIon (0ý) HUckel MclAchlan 

Pyridine-ethanol 1 5.79 0.241 0.164 0.150 
2 5.79 0.245 0.226 0.266 
3 0.74 0.031 0.028 -0.043 
4 11.62 0.492 0.323 0.404 

N-H 4.21 

Pyridine-2.3- 1 OJS 0.125 0.124 
dicarboxylic aeld 2 0.304 0.369 

3 0.049 0.013 
4 3.41 0.144 0.094 0.099 
5 3.41 0.144 0.104 0.093 
6 0.85 0.036 0.0-10 01019 

N-H 0.85 

Fyridlne-2,5- 1 4.22 0,102 0.097 
dicarboxylic acid 2 0.265 0.320 

3 1.59 0.067 0.031 -0.019 
4 8.51 0.360 0.216 0.2s6 
5 0.095 0.079 
6 0191 0.038 0,022 0.002 

N-H 4.68 

P)rrIdIne-2,6- 1 6116 0.176 0.176 
dicarboxylic acId 2 0.183 0.212 

3 0.83 0.035 0. W3 -0.048 
4 0.07 0.384 0.195 0.238 

N-H 5.63 

Pyridine-2,6- 1 3.08 
dic4doxylic acid 2 0.60 
dietbyl ester 3 1.19 

4 9.93 

Pyridine-3.5- 1 4.78 0.225 0.121 0.106 
dicarboxylic acid 2 5.52 0.233 0.160 0.187 

3 0 WO -0.029 
4 12.31 0.521 0: 431 0.543 

N-H 3,86 

.... continued 
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TABLE, III (contlaued) 

Experhuental Calculated 
CompUng SPIA, Spin dowitles 
conz=to d6asities 

Substrate PosItioa (Cb) 11"uckel MCIAChlAU 

6-Methylpyridlae- 1 5.03 0.131 0.133 
2# 4-dicarboxylic 2 0,175 0.202 
acid 3 1.35 0.058 0.000 -0.044 

4 0.175 0.193 
5 346 0.142 0.157 0.163 
6 2,70 0.096 0.103 0.101 

N-H 4.03 
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TABLE IV 

Calculated rZValucsfor EZridine Radical -anions 

Substrate rvalue 

Pyrldlne 2.0034 

lVentademeropyridIne 2.0035 

Pyridlae-N-axide 2.0033 

2-MothylpyrIdIne 2.0034 

3-MethylpyrUllne 2.0036 

4-Methylpyridine 2.0033 

2.3-Dbuethylpyridlue 2.0034 

2.6-Dituethylpyridiao 2.0033 

3* 4-Dimethylpyridino 2.0033 

3* 5-Dimethylpyridine 2.0034 

2-Metboxypyridine 2,0032 

20 6-Dlmethoxypyridine 2.0032 

Pyridine-edmal 2.0038 

Pyridino-2-carboxylic acid 2.0036 

ryridine-3-carboxyllc acid 2.0034 

Pyrhilao-4-carboxylic acid 2.0037 

Pyridine-2.3-dIcarboxylle acid 2.0038 

ryridine-2,5-dlr-arboxyIlc acid 2.0036 

ryridln*-2o 6-dicarhm-ylic acid 2.0035 

Pyridine-2.6-dicarboxylic acid diethyl ester 2.0037 

Pyridine-3,5-dicarboxylic acid 2.0033 

6-fvlctbylpyridine-2,4-dicarboW. 1c acid 2,0035 
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'TABLE V 

Cog! lng Constanto and 7h--oretical Spin. Dcncltlaa 

of Drridine Mmer Q, 4'-dIZMtdyl) Radl=l-z--Io. -. "- 
obtained f rom the Statlc Reductioa TcElýnl 

Ring positions are n=xbored as in ui. 3 to] 
2332 

44, 
\, 

N 

65 5' 
lixPerlulental 

CoqAbg Sphl 
constants deaalties 

Radical-aulon Position (cc) 

Pyri=o dimar 1 4.03 0.143 
0.56 0.023 

3 2.70 0.114 
4 

Pentadetmerio- 1 3.59 
pyridlne dimer 2 0.07 

3 0.36 

2-Motb*lyridlaf. 1 2.75 0.097 
diluer 2 0.60 0.021 

0, 3 -. 75 0.116 
4 
5 1.82 0.077 
6 0.18 C. 007 

3-Methylpyridine 1 3.57 0.129 
ditucr 2 2.03 0.088 

3 1.93 0.00 
4 
5 2.32 0.101 
6 0.45 0.019 

lowing dlaMm; 

Wculatcd 

Spla d=, UAcrp 

IlUckal McLaWan 

0.1215 0.140 
0. ID-11 6 0.033 
0.076 0.077 

10 0.140 0.13 

0.117 0.130 
0.03D 0.023 
0. w . 11 0.101 
0.131 0.142 
0.064 0.062 
0.050 0.039 

0.127 0.142 
0.065 0.058 
0.062 0.059 
0.11-1 U 01129 
0.033 0.038 
0.0A 0.018 

.... continued 
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TABLE V (continued) 

lLxperjmep. taj CJ, *ctdatcd 
coupung spla Spla dimottles 
couctuts denskJcs 

Udled-anion Pooklon (00) HL-L-4 McLachlan 

2s 6-Dlmctbylpyr- 1 2.84 0.100 0.103 0.120 
Idina d1mer 2 0.23 0.010 0.042 O. M9 

3 2.84 0.120 0,032 0.085 
4 0.133 0.144 

3.5-Dimethylft, r- 1 3171 0.130 0.129 0.145 
Idlae dhner 2 O. Sa 0.024 0.051 0.042 

3 1.85 0.066 0.069 0.069 
4 0.110 0.118 

21,6-Dknatb)xypyr- 1 2,68 0.105 0.116 
Idlac dJxner 2 0.14 0.004 0.004 0.001 

3 2.56 0.108 0.084 O. C89 
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Spectrum of tho pyxkUae radLcal-anIoA (upper) 

and the computer simulatioa (lower). 
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Spectrma of the 2-tuethylpyrldlw iadleal-aaloa (upper) 

and tl= computer sUnulatim (10wcr) - 
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Spectrum of the radIcal-anion of pyridine-4-carboxylic 

acid (upper) and the computer simulation (lower). 
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Spectrum of the radLed-antion of 3-methylpyridine. 
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Spectnun obtained from reduction of pyridine-2# 6- 

dicarboxylic acid and the computer shnulation. 
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Half-spectrunt of the protonatcd pyridLno radical (Uppor) 

and the computer simulation (lower). 
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Spectrwa obtaiaed from static reduction of 2o 6-dbuethyl- 

pyridine (upper) and the contputer simulation (lower). 
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st 

Spectrual of U. - Of PYrldlac-ds (Upper) 

and tb-- computer sfMl": 2tl= (10wer)- 
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REDUCTION OF ARYL HALIDES 
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INTRODUCTION 

D=Ing reduction of aryl halides the "ibon-balogen bond Is frequently 

cleaved and advantage has been taken of this both In organic preparative 

works for example the synthesis of polypheayls from lodobenzene la 

benzene, 80 
and in analytical techniques where cleaved halide Is estimated 

volumetrically or gmvimetric&lly. 
81,82 

ý E*S. r. Investigations of aryl balidea have beenunevenly distributed 

In favour of substituted nitrobenzenes, 83-86 
although blo_bw=es, 

otoluenes and -styrenes$7 have been studied using product analysis. 7be 

order of ease of lose of halogen appears to be In the sequence 
I> Br > Cl >> P86188 In the potissimu/THP reduction of halodiphenyls, 

Allred and Bush89 concluded that the large carbon-fluorine bond energy 

was responsible for the relatively bigh stability of fluoro-compounds while 

the easy transfer of an electron to vacant d-orbitals of the other halogens 

facilitated the formation of X% For steric reasons, ortho-balogen 

substinted nitrobenzenes lose halogea more easily than g! ra- substituted 

and the stability of yteea- stibstituted Is often greater than either of these. 

From an e. a. r. study of fluoronltrobenzenes* Carrington 90 
came 

to the conclusions that replacement of hydrogen. by fluorine has little effect 

on the distribution of spin density and that fluorine coupling Is about twice 

the proton coupling (In the absence of stereochenAcal influence due to 

greater size). A result of the large coupling Is that little difficulty Is 

experienced In characterising fluorine when halogen retention occurs after 

reductions In contrast to aryl chlorides where either no chlorine coupling 

or very small coupling Is observed commensurate with its small nuclear 
magnetic moment (for example 2-chloro-S-aItropyrIdIn^. 
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86 1 Kltagawa. from a cowblýatlon of polarographic and c. a. r. 
measurcruents In dimethyllormarolde states that an Initial &WItIon, of 
2e"' to todoaftrobenzene cleaus the carbon-iodine bond and Is followed 

bya furthcr electron addition tx) form the aryl radical-anion. BemettIlj92 

provides evidence la favour of a one electron addition causlag aryl-balogen 

cleavage. 
Mic e. a. r. observation of Aryl halide reduction In liquid ammonia 

appears not to have been attempted but Kraus and white93.94 after a 

product analysis InvestIgmtIon. have proposed the mechanIsm of reduction 

to fbUow the equations 

ArX + e- -o Ar -+ X' 

2Ar + NH3. -'ArNH2 + AM 
t 

4Ar' + NH3 - (Ar)2NH + 2ArH 

6ýW * NH3 - (Ar)3N + 3ArH 

Hudson87 rejects this meclumism after quantitative analysis of amine 

production In the reaction of metal/ammonla with halobenzenes and halo- 

styrenes. His results Indicated an Initial addition, of an electron to fonn 

RXI followed by slow uptake of a proton from NH3. 
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9 

x 

.9 -e- 
pa, T I' 

NtE 

e- 

Z. % 

C) 

HX 

+ 

Awkes am then formed by further benzyne-" reactions of amide Ion 

In more recent work- by lacobu, 695 two reaction pstba are considered 

to give an overaU scheme of 

ArX + 21*1 + M13 - Axil + IAX + UM12 

NH - 2 

BhWla, r to thIt of Hudsonand a rate of reduction of approximately 

109 - 1010 M01 .1 sec, determined by product aWynis after Introduction 
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of the competing Teaqtlou - 

N114 X 4' M "* N113 + IH2 + MX 
to .1-I which is known to have a rate constant of approximately 10 NI sec' 

7he two path$ are 

R-X Rx 

X- + R' - 
R7 +x- 

(A) e7 NH3 

V NH v 
R7- RH 

(B) 

Path (B) Is somewhat Shnilar to HUISOles mecWudsla While Path (A) Eff 
be ; rejected from, the stercochftWcal behaviour of R, 096o 

97 

Since the rate, of halo, --= lose from an aryl haUde Is postulated to 

occur after a very short period of time thea It was thought that the aryl 
halide radIcal-aalon Uself might Well be observable by e. a. r. using a 

rapid-Mw tech*ue where observation is possible only a few milliseconds 

after reduction. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Chloro-t brom- and Iodo- substituted compounds all lost, mlogm 
before the e. s. r. qmctrmn of an aryl halide radical , antot could be observed. 
7be bAlo-pyridines (except fluoropyr"), -pyrfmIdIncz and onaphthalene 
produced well-resolved spectra of Oe parcmt radical-anlons with coupling 
constants In good agreement with those obtained In Me present work, and 
by Talcott and Myerg7l and are shoum in Table U. &thou*- these results 
sive WPIAt to the predicted rat4 of ddWoSenation they provide little 
Information concerning the machantsm, of reductlon, 

Reduction of redistilled commercial lodobenzene gave a vM weU- 

resolved spectrum analysing as trio pairs of equivalwt protons, a slagie 
proton and a nitrogm w" simUu coupling constants to aftrobeazone 

radical-anion. 
I 

C. L. C. avaysis of a sample of the gave 
a peak with exactly the same retention time as an authe4tic sample of 

ititrobenzene and comparison of peak areas put an upper limit ofAitzo- 
benme Impurity at 0.5%. 

,, A pure sample of lodobenzene was therefore 

Prepared (see experimental) to ensure complete absence of nitro-oompounds 
and run Ja the flow system. 71te spectrum obtainod was not Un Wide or 
parent hydrocarbon but wdýmarlc product. with coupling constants Oaracteristic; 

of the well-known dlpbmyl xa"-anioa. 98 Addition of an electron to 
CAI b4s, been shown to OvQ 92t99 

CA' 4114 WOIM2ý 00 bas postulated 
further atmck on tbiý par=t b.: Wc rathexr-dw I=Mbdbte dimerlsation of 
thc phMI rg&cga. . HudsOnG7 bu id=tUW wll yklds of dipheny, 

durincmduction of Jodobw=c In liquid amm's, 
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C6 HSI 
C6H5' C6H5- 

H 
CA 

CA C6 H5 

e- Hr 

e- (C6HS)2 (CA 
2 

Para- di-lodobenzeac behaved In a'simflar manner and gave the spectrum 

of diphenyl radical-anion, 
Bush, 10 1 attempting the e. w. r. observation of halosubstituted 

d1phenyls by pota'sal=/tetrahydrofuran redurdo-fi. ! was able to assign 

spectra from chloro- and bromo- d1pnenyls to the paront hydrocarbon 

radical while halogen retention was found for 3,3"- and 4.4ý-dlfluoro- 

and 4-fluorodiphenyls. 2.2%-Difluorodiphenyl however did not retain 
fluorine and it Is Interesting that on the liquid ammonia flow system a 

mliedepectruta Was obtained with the dominant"species rtnalysawe as 
2.2'0. dinuorodiphenyl. 7he smaller spectrum 'was undoubtedly the ý, 

parent radical which was enhanced to the complete exclusion of halogenated 

radical using either a twenty-fold excess of sodium or a dead space of 
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about one second Imposed between the points of observation and tuixing. 
, ling substitution by electronegative groups greatly modifies the ease 

with which aryl halides shed halogen on reduction and was discussed 
brielly In the Introduction. 7be presence of a cyano- group on fluoro- 
bemene labillses the carbon-fluorIne bond and the reduction of 441uoro- 
benzonkrile produces the radical-anion of 4X-dicyanoUlphenyl. 84 

Rieger adgost6d the following mechanism; 

CN CN 

F 

CN 

(u) 

CN CN CN-c CN 

L- J 

Using the rapid mixing technique three ti uorobenzonitrfles were reduced 
in liquid ammonia with Interesting results. 4-Fluorobenzonltrile gave 

a complex spectrum analysable as a mixture of unsubstituted benzoultrile 

and fluorobenzonitrile radical-anions in almost equal amounts. By 

Imposing a dead space of about one second as before, benzonitrile radical 
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was seen to the exclusion of F-C6114CN 2-Fluorobanzoditrfle 

produced a pure spectnuir, of balobenzonitrfle radical-anion when mixing 

occurred ia the cavity and the benzonltrfle radical after a one seco 
, 
nd 

delay, Implying that in this case the production of the former radical Is 

slower. 3-Fluorobeazon1trilehowever, only produced the nwrosubstituted 

spectrum, no halo M, lose being observed at any stage ef reduction. 2- 

Chlorobenzonitrile was reduced but even In the cavity only the unsubstituted 
benzonitrile radical was detected. k is clear that for all three fluoro- 

compotmdo the first stage of reduction Is formation of a radical-anion 
such as (1). The 2- and 4- substituted compounds Men give the aryl radical 
(11) which abstracts hydrogen from the ammonia and receives an electron 
to form the benzonitrfle radical-anion before dimerising. Coupling constants 
for the fluorobenzon1trile ridical-anlons are shown In Table 1. 
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MOLECULAR ORBITAL CALCULATIONS 

7beoretlcal spin deasities were obtained La a. siuxilar way to those 
Ja the prevIous chapter. Coulomb (Ya) and resonance (k) integral parameters 

used for benzonitrfle were f roin Rieger and Fracakel 
102 Le. 

1.0 k 0.9 
CC 

. #- C-C=N N 
kC 0- NN 0 2#0 

H A QCH value of 23.6 Oa was used to corzvlate proton coupling constants 

with spla densities. 

7be most sultaWe parameters for flUOrIne werip found to be 

" C-F 
"1' 

bc a 0.1 
I 

hp a 3.0 

k C. F a 0.7, 

Experimental fluorine spin density was calculated tusing a McConnell QF 

value of 50 and compared with the H"Uckel and MclAcblan spin density on 
the contiguous carbon atom. 
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ý TABLII I -, 

Cog lial Constants and 7beoretical Sp in Densities 

for Halobenzonitrile Radical-anions 

Mperimental Cal culated 

Coupling Spin Spin deasIties 
constants densities 

Substrate Position (Cb) Mickel McLachlan 

2-Fluoro-, N 2.17 0.116 0.120 
D=zonitrIle F 5.54 0.111 0.104 0.103 

3 0.47 0.020 0.043 -0.007 
4 0.14 0.387 0.252 0.333 
5 1.11 0.047 0.037 -0.024 
6 3.41 0.144 0.119 0.127 

3-Fluoro- N 2.26 0.117 0.121 
benzonitrile F 2.51 O. OOS 0.039 -0.021 

2 4.74 0.201 0.113 0.125 
8 ý1.87 " 0.333 0.249 0.329 
5 0.57' 0.024 0.044 -0.013 
6 2.94 '0.125 0.107 01108 

4-Fluoro- N 2.06 0.117- 0.121 
benzonUrfle T. 22.96 0.459 0.249 0.326 

2,6 4.38 0.186 0.116 0.118 
3.5. 0.84 0.036 0.039 -0.019 

D=zonltrila N 2.19 0.117 9,121 
2,6 3.82 0.162 0.112 0.115 
315 0,32 0.001 0.042 -0.017 
4 8,52 0.361 0.232 0.332 

ft=OnItrHe4 N 2.15 
2.6 3.63 
3#5 0.30 
4 8.42 

*oo. contlaued 
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TABLE I (continued) 

Experimental 
Coupling 'Spin 
constants densities 

Substrate Position (Cb) 

2-Chloro- N 2.16 
beazonitrile 2*6 3.83 

3,5 0.31 
4 8.50 

4-Chloro- N 2.13 
. ba=n1trile 2.6 3.80 

3.5 0.34 
4 8.44 

Values fn)m rate. 180,, lot. 

SSSSS 

Calculated 

Spin deasitles 

HOckel McLachlaa 

CalculAted =Vblues for Flwrobemnltrne 

RAtdical-anions 

Substrate 

2-Flwrobamonitrile 

3-FluorobemnitrUe, 

4-Flporobemnitrge 

B==Ditdle 

rValue 
2.0029 

2.0028 

2,0031 

2.0028 
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TABLE 11 

CoMing Constants for Radical-anions 

Produc6d front Agl Halide 

Coupling constants (cersted) 

Substrate Radical-anion aN a2 86 &3 as a4 

2-Fluoro- 2-Fluoro- 4.82 7.12. a 4.62 3.67v 1,67b 8,31 
pyridine pyridine 

2-Drowo-. 6.26 3.54 0.82 9.54 
pyridl= 
I-Chloro- 6.5 3.7 0.8 9.9 
pyridine 
3-Chloro- 6.30 3.35 0,81 9.63 
pyridine 
3-IDdopyridine 6.33 3.55 0.81 9.66 

2. '3-Dichloro- ý 90 Pyridiae 6.3 3.4 0.8 9.6 
Pyridine 
2# 6-Dichloro- 6.30 3.54 0.83 9.72 
pyridiae 
3o 5-DIchloro- 6.18 3.49 0.78 9.58 
pyridine 
2.6-Dibromao- 6.23 3.50 0.78 9.54 
pyridine 
Pyridine Pyrldiae* 6.2a 3. SS 0.82 9.70 
2, P 4-Dichloro- Pyrimidine 3.3 0.7 d Le 9.9f 
pyrimmko 
4.6-Dichloro- Iýr_-Imldke 3,27 0.75d 1.33e 9.82f 
pyrimidine 

Pyrimidine Pyrimidlae 3,26 0.72d 1.3le 9.78f 

.... continued 
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TABLEII (Continued) 

coupling constants (Oersted) 

Substrate RadIcal-anlon aN *2 a6 a3a5 a4 

lodubenzone 2.72 0.40 S-44 

27DI-todobenzene 

1 
Diphenyl 2.70 0.40 5.41 

2-lodobiphanyl 2.70 0.38 5.40 

Diphenyl Diphenyis 2.73 0.43 5.46 

2,, 2'0-Dffluoro- 2,2*-Difluoro- 3.70 3.2S 0.35. P. 73 S. 84 

diptienyl diptienyl 

I-Iodonaphthitlene Naphthalene 5.02#hI. 851 

Naphthalene NaphthaleneJ S. 01 ý 1.79' 

a Probably a. * 
b Az asslp=cat between the two alternative positions has not been made. 

c Values from ref. 71. 

'12 
c 

as* 
f 

NO a6* 
9 in THF or DME; values from ref. 67. 

a2# a3s U60 al' 

8110 N, aso ago 
J Ja THp or DMEs- values frotu ref. 179. 
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4-Fluorobenonitrile @jA cavity# mked spectrum with a 
first overlay of the *out of cavity* benzon1trile radical- 
anloA spectrum and a second overlay of a computer 

simulation of tho 4-flwrobcj=nitrlle radlcal-anlOn 
spectnuu, 
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"-; Pcc: rr= of tha ra4 "-, I-anJan of 2-fluoropyrtUac. 



7 22 

8 
0 
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Spectrmu of the radlcal-aubu of ortho-fluorob=oattrile (upper) 

and the comptser simulatIon (lower). 



i 
10 Olt 
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Spectrum of the radIcal-anion of 3-f1wrobeawaltrile (upper) 

and the computer simulation (lower). 
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Spectrum of the diphcmyl radical-anion (and the computer 

simulation) obtalacd from, reduction of todobenzene. 
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REDUCTION OF 

AROMATIC CARBOXYLIC ACIDS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Reduction of aromatic carb6iyUc acids *a solution of zodlutli in 

4-dihydro-aclds are liquid ammonia has yielded hydro-derivatives., 1. 
103 104 - 105 

obtained from, benzoic, ortho-tolulc and ortho-anisic acids 
In tho prcse=e of methanol or cWzol whbe tetrabydro-acids ar6 

obtained frommra-tolUlcl. 04 
and meta-anisic acids. 

103,106, Kuehne 103 

has su=ested the following meebanIsm for sod1up/liquid ammonia reduction 

of addso 

AH+ 

2H A H2 

+ H 

e- >A 
9 

postulatlas the first step as an electron attachment to form the radical- 

anion. Second-order rate constants for reduction by hydrated electxon 

of many substituted aromatic acids have been determined' 07-109 and 

the process Aacid + a' Is very fast, of the order of 
Compounds of the general formula [X-C6H4COOH11 have been observed 

by as. r. Where the radical-anlowle stabillsed as, for example. when X Is 

clectronegative (X a -CN. 
84 

N021 I Os I 11) or the acid group has been 

esterUied. 112 
7be rotating cryostat technique of Bennett 113 

produced an 

e. s. r. spectrum of the be=lc acid radical-anion and although poorly- 
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resolved, aI: 3: 3; I pattern of intensity ratios was observed and 

assl&ued to equivalent ortho and 22ra protons: the hydroxyl proton was 
known, from a series of deuterated compounds# not to give sufficient 

coupling with the unpaired electron to be resolved In a solid matrix. 
In. the electrolytic generation of radicals from naphthalic acid 

derivatives at high potentials, 
114 

protonated species are observed by 

a. s. r. and the extra proton to assumed to be accommodated at the 4- 

position for 1,8 -naphthalle anhydride., Other electrolytic reduction 
products of aromatic acids are given by Swan. 115 

It Is apparent from the literature that radical-anions of benzoic acid 

and other simple aromatic carboxylic acids have very short WaLmes In 

solutIont too short to allow production of a sufficiently hlgb steady state 

coxicentration of radicals to be observed by presently avallable e. s. r. 
techulques; the liquid ammonix flow system was employed to gather more 
Idormation concerning fast reduction reactions of aromatic carboxylic 

acids. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIOM 

Smral inethylbemic acids gave well-resolved spectra which were 

relatively simple to Interpret. DimmIcadd Itself was analysable as 
A- in 2AOrttlo H, - Ameta H from the line positions but an exact : Mra H 
match of Irtensitles was only obtalnablýs from computer simulation after 

sligbt trial and'error alterations of the difference between Aortho H and 
Ajnra H; these and other, coupling constants are shown In Table I. 

4-Methuy- and 4-etboxybenzole acids produced the expected spectra 

showing small coupling constants for the metboxy and etboxy substituents. 
Aromatic, ring coupling constants similar to those . shown by 4-alkoxybenzoic 

acids were found for the 4-hydroxy geld'with An additional Urge coupling ý 
from the -OH proton; -4-bydroxybe=nJtrJle also gave a large OH cOUP11129- 
4-Hydroxynitrobenzene did not show -OH coupling and gave a Spectrum 

agreelair closely with that obtained by Levy and Myers - 
116 Hydnnylic 

coupling constants for COH-C6H4CO037'o* shown In TWO 1, and for 
EOH-C6H4CNIT (A H 

as 3.5 Os) indicate a'McConnell QH value of ca. 60 (X-, 
OH 

which Is large by comparison with literature values. 
117-? Iý 

7he wide range 

ofvaluesfor H reflectseenstUvitytoble'ctrodl'c'aud'ehenitealenviromnent Q6H 

as well an different approaches to theoreticAl treatmeatt 
In Chapter IH aryl halide* (except fluorides) were observed to lose 

halogen on reduction and chloro-, bromo- and lodo-benzolc acids are no 

exceptiono giving Poorly-resolved spectra In most cases but analysable by 

comparison as benzok acid with similar coupling constants. 4-Fluoro- 

benzoic acid pve a mixed spectrura Indicating carbDa-Umlogen bond cleavage 

similar to that shown by 4-fluorobenzoaftrile 
_(Chapter 

1U) and pentafluoro- 
bezzoic: acid. 120 4-Chlorob=o1c acid gave a spectrina Identical to that 

obtaked from 4-nitrobe=lc scld and ft seems Unt electron-transfer to 

taking place from the doudaant radIcal-anion to a trace impurity. "Mis 
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nay be compared with the production of the altrobenzene radlcal-anlon 

on flowing a commerclal sample of lodobewme (Chapter M) - 
Two thlo-acidat thlobemolc and thloterephMIlco were lavestigated; 

the fonnet pve a spectrun with coupling constants ot a shullar order 

to benzoic acid and a higher g-value; the latter produced a weak spectrum 

consisting of, five main broad lines of ca, 3 Oa separations, each showing 

considerable bypertine, structuxe, but apart from assumlog the main lines 

to bý-duq to equivalent ring protons to further analysis was possible. 
jacquivaleat ring proton coupling constants were obtained from 4- 

aldehydobenzoic acid and are almost certainly due to slow rotation of the 
121 122,, 123 

aldchyde Moup, as in benzaldehyde and terephthaldebyde, 
of the sewral puthalic acids JAwstipted on the flow system isophtWic 

and terephthalic acids gave an expected patteTa of coupIlAg constantst 

ollo (3-nitropaWic. acid) was lasoluble In liquid ammonia And two AIM 
dL-aclda produced unusual results, . 

Nitroterephthalle acid and 5-nitro- 

lsqphth4lc acid each pvc two ispectm one (or a MIxed spectriun) 

ap; x: arlng during a flow re4uctlon, th* other after,, static reduct4on. 7be 

Coupling constants are shown In TWO M and It Is apparent Uat the first 
I 

SPOCIeS formed contains one more UMU the expacted number of protons 
fox7 t1toparcat acid, Flow and static sPCctra front 4-nitrobenzolc acid 

aro IdeatIcal and agree w" the published spectrutu for the radical-anion .I 
10 

7to probable reaction schema Is therefore 

4e" etc. H+ 
Nltro dl-acid protonated species unprotonated species 

Cotuparlsft, of the couplIng coamuts obtabed for (1) imd those of the 

cyclohexadlecyl radica, 124a shows that the ex= proton Is not In the aronatic 
ring, 
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Stnwlwes Such as 

N 02H 
0 

N-CH25-, - 
011) 

where -CH2S- Is a solvent or other sifttrate fragments are'eliminated 
since AHIAN for (IM Is SuMU124b (AH Is often 0.2 - 0.4 Oe) and for 

('V) AHIAN li'approximately 0.7*124c Coupliniconstants for protons 

attached directly to altrogen are known to be large and have a ratio of 
proton to altrogm coupling constants Approximately 0.9 - 1.3 pyriftes 
Chapter U and rds.,. 21#225); In particular# for two protonated nitro - 
carboxylic; acids AH/A Na lr. 3112Sc and 1.38ý25d Consideration of 
ARIAN for (1) for each acid gives 1.30 and 1.32 and therefore the extra 
proton Is assiped to an N71i bond. 

A likely structure for (1) is a nitroxide of the fonu 

+ZH 
N# 
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and althourn iu=y workers have quoted positlons ortho to nitrogen to be, 

cqual In a symmetrical aro=tlc Ultroxidel, 126,, 127 Vlaler128 has g; bovm 
W, t positions 2- and 4- are equival=tt artho poaltions being affected by 

restricted rotation of the nft=l& group. 
7tc Btable species (11) is Unlikely to be the radical-anlon of tile original 

Ultro di-acid althougi coupling constants would agree with this assignment. 

A altrosobeazene structure is also possible from the observed spin density 
distribution; Levy and Myers116 have sWwn that slow rotation of the 
C6H, 5 - NO bond causes Inequivalent artho couplIn constants In the nitroso- 
be=cze radical-antoa in liquid auuaonU although In a dMerent solvent 
OrthO Protons have been found equivalent. 126 Nitrosobenzenes however, 
Is unlikely to appear after a altroxide In the normal sequence of aromatic 
nitro group reduction. 7he most likely structure for radial (11) Is that 

poevibly formed from a n1troxide, as su=ested by Russell g 
129 i. e. 

0 

CAN 

ox 

whore a specific possibility Is 

0H 
CA \N CA 

+Is.,., 
0z 

In which all observatbas can be adequately acconunodated. 
Further Information, might be forthcolulng from tha investigation of 
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more tatro dl-acl& but solubUlty diMulties precluded auch Javastlgatlons. 

AlthouZh 5-tiltrophWic acid (and bemene-I , 3,5-tricaTbOxylic acid) was 

soluble In liquid anuumla, with 1OZ v1v totrWiydrofuran co-solveat, no 

spoctr= was obtained on reduction, 
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ITOLTICULAR, OTMITAL -CALCULATIONS 

7U* cArb=yl, &xoup of tho acids In liquid anusionia Is ass unted to be 

cOmPlOtelY 10alsed givLng CquIvIlent C-0 bonds. Variation of Coulotub, (h) 

and resonance M Integrato and Me McLachlan conflcruration-lateraction 
parameter (1) eventually produced im orthoZara ratio. -of spin densities 

- -Mý 
(0.549) agreeing wita an experlmental. coupling constant orth oararatio 
(0.54S) and were 

ho 2.0 kc, 12 

1 1.2 k 
co. 0 m 1.6 

A ), ICCO=ell QH value of 24.5 Ca was used to correlate experimental CH 
aAd theoretical data. 

Parametervalues for -CH 3 and -F groups have been given in previous 
H6 was taken as 30 Os after chapterse O-6R# where Ra CH3 or C2H5 

Forbes and SuUlvan. 130 

For aldebydobamoic add the following values, 

b02.0 kC"wo w 1.6 

bC"s = aO. 2 kC*. Ces ox 1.2 

1.2 H 24.5 Ce QCHO 

where hC-* Is an auxiliary inductive parameter to produce Inequivalent 
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ring vpIn dcans Itles, were uced and are fairly closo to Wee wed by, 

Stckibcrger and Fraenkal. 131 

For n1tro grouls 

'IN - 2.0 kC-N " 1.2 

ho = 2.0 1ý1.0 n 1.67 

gave a reasonWe fit with expexhuent* 
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TABLE I 

Coupling Constants and 71moreticAl Spin Densities 

Jor RadIcal-sulons of AromtIc Carbo! ylic Acids 

E)qpOrtmeatal CaJculated 

Coupling Spla Spin dowitles 
Conaants densities 

SubstTate Position (OD) HlIckel McLachlan 

S--=Ic acid 1 0.169 0.167 
2*6 4.24 0.173 0340 0.174 
3.5 0.81 0.033 0.026 -0.046 

4 7,78 0.318 0.232 0.317 

160phthelic 1.3 0.098 0.069 
acid 2 1.21 0.049 0.0 -0.031 

4.6 6.87 0.980 0.269 O. S78 
5 3.03 0.124 0.0 -0.101 

TerephtlWic Is4 0.169 0.198 
add 2,6 1.69 0.069 0.079 0.066 

3oS 1.69 0.069 0.079 0.066 

2-Methyl- 1 0.154 0.150 
benwic acid 2 4.32a 0.154 0.110 0.126 

3 0.73 0.030 0.049 -0.011 
4 8.90 0.363 0.234 0.320 
5 1.02 0.042 0.013 -0.066 
6 4.65 0.190 01165 0,216 

3-Methyl- 1 0.169 0.168 
banzoiC 4CId 2 4.42 0.180 0.160 0*204 

3 0.934 0.033 0.020 -0.050 
4 7.47 0,305 0,221 0. S04 
5 0.72 0.029 0.030 -0.038 
6 4.02 0.164 0.125 0.153 

continued 
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TABLE I (continued) 

E*srlinentai Calculated 

coupling spin SpIA densidu 

constanto daniules 

Substrate position (09) Wuckel MCIAChlan 

4-Methyl- 1 0.156 01150 
benzoic 2#6 4.96 0.202 0.144 0.185 

3#S 1.16 0.047 0.016 -0.058 
4 9.18" 0,328 0.219 0.297 

3,, 4-DJxuethyI- 1 0.156 0.151 
banzoic acid 2 5.18 0,211 0.160 0.211 

3 0.97a 0.035 0.012 -0.060 
4 9.07a M24 0.212 0.288 
5 0.89 OX36 0.019 -0.051 
6 4.86 0.198 0.131 0.167 

3,5-Dimethyl- 1 0.170 0.170 
bo=Ic acid 2s6 4.1-3 0.169 0,144 0.183 

3. S 0.80a O. W9 0.024 -0.042 
4 7.12 0.291 0.210 0.290 

4-Methoxy- 1 0.135 0,148 
bevzoic acid 2*6 4.84 0.198 0.149 0.195 

3jS 1 29 0,053 0.013 -0.063 
0 0: 32b 0,011 0.019C 0.017 

4- Eawxy- 1 0.156 0.149 
benzole acid 206 4.77 0.194 0.149 0.193 

305 1 24 O. OSO 0.013 wO. 062 
0 0: 22b 0.007 0.016C 0.015 

4-Hydray- 1 0.145 0.138 
benzoic acid 2s6 4.99 0.204 0.152 0.202 

. 3#5 1 42 d O. OS9 0.007 
0 -0.068 

0 2 
: Oj 0.043 0.036 

v 

*s. continued 
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TAB L81 (continued) 

Substme 

4-Aldcbydo- 
bomic scld, 

3-Flwro- 
b=zole acid 

4-Flwro- 
bemic add 

seld 

Pbeidon 
1 
2 
3 
41 
5 
6 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

2#6 
3*5 

4 

2.6 
3*5 

4 

Expertmental Calculated 

COUPIIýg Spin Spin dewities 
iconsumts 

(00 IfkkCI LICIAW-40 

0.99 
3.17 
8,25 
4.21 
0.41 

4.63 
3,228 
7.26 
0.27 
3.22 

4.68 
1.19 

17.45-' 

4.02 
1.14 
5.53 

a mathy, proton coupling. 
b Alkozy proton coupling. 
C Spin d=sIty at alkaxy oxygen. 
d Hydmcy proton coupling. 
C Spin density at bydroxy oxygen. 
f Aldehydic carbon atow. 
g Fluortme coupling. 

0.154 0.193 
0.040 0.053 0.018 
0.129 0. Ul; 0.129 
0.336 0.260 0.304 
0.171 0.122 0. ISS 
0.016 0.025 -0.023 

0.169 0.167 
0.189 0.10 0.185 
0.064 0.024 -0.045 
0.296 0,223 0.315 
0.011 0.027 -0.043 
0.131 0.135 0.163 

0.163 0.161 
0.191 0.140 0.176 
0.049 0.022 -0.048 
0.349 0.226 0.304 
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TADLE Il 

Calculated E: Values for Radical-anions of 

Aromatic CarboxyUc Acids 

Substrate g-Value 

Benzoic acid 2.0034 

Isophthalic acid 2.0034 

Terephthalic acid 2.0039 

2-Methylbenzoic acid 2,0031 
3-Methylbenzoic acid 2.0034 
4-Methylbe=ic acid 2.0037 
3# 4-Dimethylbenzoic acid 2#0022 

3o 5-Dimethylbenzoic acid 2.0034 

4-Methozybenzole acid 2.0029 
4-Etboxybenwic acid 2.0038 
4-Hydroxybenzoic acid 2.0039 

4-Aldehydobenzoic acid 2.0042 
3-Fluorobenzoic acid 2.0032 
4-Fluorobeinoic acid 2.0037 

Milobenzoic acid 2.0046 
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TABLE III 

CoMpling Constants for Radicals of 

NitraphW11c: 
_Acids 

Substrata Position 

"02 N 
Nitroterephthalic 3 
acid 25 HOOC 136 

4 
I+H 

5 COOH 

Coupling constants (Cc) 

Flow Static 

9.21 8.12 
3.26 3.77 
3.26 3.92 
0.98 1.01 

12.19 

N02 N 
5-NitroisoPhthalle 2 
acid 54 

646 
N-H 

HOOC 
123 

OCOOH 

4-Nltrobenzolc 
acid N02 

4 

0 

N 
2,6 
3 $5 

9.23 
3.34 
3.34 
2.90 

12.05 

10.78 
I'll 
3.33 

12.05 
3.41 
3.41 
3.75 
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Spectruzu of the radical-anion of benzoic acid (upper) 

and the computer simu1stIon (lower). 
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Aqý 
j 

ý-- 
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Spectrwa of the radical-anlon of thlobenzoic acid (upper) 

and the couiptser simulation (lower). 
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'Flow* spectrum obtained from the redaction of 5-nitro- 
isbVithalic acld (u; 4xr) and a computer chuWaLm (lower) 

010 a laixturo of protouted and unprotonated specles 
la the text. 
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0 
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"Flow' spectrum obtained from reduction of n1tro- 

terephtluaic acid (upper) and W computer simulation (lower) 
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Spectrum of the ra&cal-anlon of 3-fluorobe=OIC acid (upper) 

and the computer simulation (lower). 
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REDUCTION OF STYRENE 

AND 

RELATED COMPOUNDS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Interest In radicals produced from, vlayl compounds stems predominantly 
from Mel r pa rticipation, In polymerlsatloi4 and althou& the a. a. r. speartun, 

of the Unsubstituted styrene radical-anion has not hitherto been observed 
In solution, spectra have been obtained from phanyl substituted ethylenes 

of the general formula 

R3 
Cýc 

where at least one R group Is aromatic. TetraphenylethylenO (WE), 

[(I), R' a R2 = R3 = R4 . CAL has recently produced a complerely 

analysable spectrUU132 and It appeared from the analysis that the two ortho 
(and meta protons In each aromatic ring were not equivalent; hindered 

rotation of the phertyl group appears to be responsible. Other workers133,134 
have attempted to observe 7TH* but resultant spectra were too poor to 

resolve small coupling constant differeaces and they were unable to reach 
any conclusion regarding spin density distribution. A similar history of 
Ooor spectza, Is seen for 1. I/diptienylethylene (DrE) where Evaps 135.136 

claimed to have observed the radical -anion of DPII but which was la fact 
137 

explained by Staples Lmltenýs of an oxIdatIoa product from DPE 

puriflcatlorQ. e. benzophenone. Other compounds of general formula (1) 
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have pmduced ri&ci I-aal6nif. "e. stilbene, 
13801139 It 2-ble (4-pyridyl)- 

ettvileneI38 140 , and I pbcqlprop- I -ene o, and'in"each case restricted 

rotation wis observed. 
I From pulse radiolysla Swallow141 concluded that polymerisation of 

p ure styrene proceeds by a radical meaunism while UenO142 found that 

polymeilsation was not affected by radical scavengers and the týain 

propagating chain ends -were Ionic rather than radicalp although an In-' 

vestigation W Kataygmal43 demonstrated, that dlpbenylpicrylbydrazyl 

(a radical scavenger) practically'labibited polymerisation of pure 

methyletyrene. WhoWer the first step 16 styrene polymerisation Is an 
Ionic or radical one has been shown by O'Driscolll44 to depend on the 

catalyst used. 
so far as vinyl monomers are conceized Ionic propagation proceeds 

by cationic or anionic polywerisation at tt. w chain ends. 7he study of the 

Initiation process of radiattoje induced Ionic polymerisation seeks to 

elucidate bow these ions are fortned from printary latenuedlares. FlossiNe 

reactions to fonu these tons J4 the Irradiated solutions tnay be considered 

achematIcally as145 

lonis 
s 

R"aT# 
oolvent) 

m (Monome! ) IM Addition 'u -M - Anionic 
Electron 

m 
polymerisation 

att4chmot 

M Addition OM-M"' Cationic 
+ Polyrntrisation 

v charge + "ML->- 0 Ft, 
'. Cýh", e (+S)l 

,M ->- HM transfer Proton 
+ Sýor M 
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It can be seen from this scheme that ion radicals way play an Important 

r8le In the InItlatIon process, and the observation of Ion radicals by means 
of C. sar. may give valuable Information In the study of the Initiation 

process, 7be lifetime of these intermediates In liquid solution Is so short 
Uat It has been dMicult or ImpossibLe to observe them directly and one 

convenient way to overcome this difficulty has been to prolong the lifetime 
by freezing the solution before irradiation; poor spectra are, however, 
frequently observed from radicals In a solid natrix 

146 and consequently 

most physico-cheinical Investiptions have utillsed optical tech*ues. 
Irradiation of polystyrene bas given an e. s. r. smctrwal 47 corresponding 

to the cyclohexadlenyl structure 

ýCH, ýC, H-CHZ- 

H 

H 

H 

H 

H 

Protonation occursl48 during the y-Irradiation of styrene or crmethyl- 
&Iyren e In an ethanol glass and the fairly reasonaNy- resolved spectra are 
interpreted, with supporting evidence from deuteration,, as benzyl type radicals. 

CH3 CH3,, /CH3 

OPO' 
I 



loa 

7be COuPlIag constants agree well with U 16&6 for tho unsubstItuted bcnzp 

radical. 7be radical-anion Is fortned by electron capture and followed 

by proton transfer from th. - solvent. 
Fýroin the literature to, Is apparent I that the I stymno radical-anion, U 

prescat In the first stages of polymeAsation, Is short-lived and a good 

candidate to i lavestigat'lon by the sodium/lIquid, ammonia flow system. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION- 

E. is.. r. 1 
spectra obtained after the reduction In the flow system of a 

numbeF of styrene compounds were Interpreted as monomer radical-anion 
I 

ispectra., the results are showu in Tables 11an4 U. By far the greatest 
difficulty encountered was In the analysis of the spectra since, restricted 
rotation of the viql_ group rmoves, the equivalence of ortbo (and meta 

protons wftb a consequent increase in the number of coupliag cOnStantsf 
Complete analysis was only possible for well-resolvedispec; ra With the, 

total width clearly defined. Computer shaulation greatly aided the final 

stages of spectra interpretation where the accurate matching of coupling 

constants to within 0.02oCb between experluicatal, and thegretical was 

necessary to confirm the azadysis with confidence; more than one hundred 

such simulations were necessary for confident analysis of a -metbylstyrene. 
7be 4-methylstyrene spectrum has as yet evaded complete analysis but 

there Is no reason to believe it to be due to anything other th" the monomer 

radical-anion since three other metibylstyrenes (2-methyl. 3-methyl and 

a-me"Istyrene) after complete analysis were assigmed to monomer radical- 

anions. No spectra were obtained from reduction of 4-bromostyreae or 

S-bromostyrene although four nuc=-cojnpounds,, Yft. 2-, 3- and 4-fluom- 

styrene and 4-fluoro-a-methylstyrene produced well-resolved spectra. 

Polymerisation, of 4-visylpyridine In liquid jantra proceeds by an 

anionic mechanismI49 after initiation electrochemically; the Ijacchanisva 
to thought to be priwAry fonnation of a radicitl-sabla; 

0ý m -UT (M a 4-"Ipyridluemonoiucr) , 

2M, -- 2V - &I-M-M-M etc. 

Coýfinnatkn'of the firsr stage was forthcoraing'from ibe fiow system where 
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spectra of the =onomcr radIcal-aniong, viere cbmined after reduction of 
2- and 4-vinylpyridine. 

It Is WXOPrlatc to "0 cribc 'It this POW an interesting result frow 

reduction of phenylacetylene. 7be rgpcýtrurn 0, igained consisted of a major 
SPOC403 readily Interpreted w being dua to C C6H. 5C rCjj witil coupling 
constants of A 2H -3- 53 Cbt A2H = 0' 56 Q, AH as 7.16 0a, AHa 22.79 Ca, 

superimposed on a small complex spectrum. 7na Imposition ot a one 
second WAY betweea the points of tuLxlng and observation Increased the 
Intensity of the m1nor species to the total exclusion of the rZenylacetylene 
radical-anlon. 7b* opcetrum of the secondary rad! cal marched that of 
W sryrene radical-anion Indicating that abstraction of hydrogen frout 

==onla had occurred to produce styrene. Further protonation of styrene 
is known to Occur. 150-152 (as well as productlon of polymers) during 

sodimu/liquid mmuonia reduction to give ethylbenzene In yields up to 50 

and hence a possible reactIon. sch=e Is 

C6HSCUCH C6H5CwCHI C614,5C=CH- 

I 2NH3 

CAH. cOCH-CH2 - C6jH, 5CH 80 Clý - CýHSCH l» CH2 + 2NHi 

S 2NI13 

C6HS'CH2'CH3 + 2NH2 

A similar experiment was porformed by reducing phenylpropiolic acid 
0" tf 

C, 611SCRC-COOH. 7he spararmn obtained was not due to CC6HSCxC-COOI? o 

buz was analysed la terms of Gaven non-equivalent protons. By analogy 

with the previous experiment with phenylacetyleact tne possibility of the 

spectmu being due to cl: n=mic acid was confirmed by reducing an 

audmatic: sample of cfanamic acid and comparing the spectra. 
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MOLECULAR ORBITAL CALCULATIO14S 

Mle geac=l pattarn of alouatic coupling constants in compounds of 

the for=ula I 

cZ 

ý. 

is- quite I well kniowm'az, for c'z=ple, J6 tetrapheýylethyl cueg 
132 

stMxneIS9 

and l-phenylprop-l-ene. 140 Uolecular orbital calculatl6ns have proved 

cWwr IjapOSSIN0153 or ve I --y difficult due to the laequivalence of all 

aromatic protons. in wort of the above cases Coulomb and =s(x=ce 
Jztegnils were kept equal ftile the IvIcLachlan couflWration lateraction 

parameter was Oven V41uee of 1.0 to 1.2. I%vo cinpiricta approaches 

have been successfully umved to give Inequival= epin, densities at ortho 

and meta aromatic positions Le. the a effect and A effect. 154,122 -Me 

former considers a repulsion energy,, the latter an imaginary boad, 

between ortho and ethylenic protons. ReasonaMe success has been 

achieved by both methods altLough Johnson and MntAS' fAvour the 

effect from a comparisoa of not charges on the alpha carbon atoms in 

torephdmldehyde wW stilbano. For the Preseat work on styrenes use bas 

been made of the caally tumdpulable cr effect by glyIng one ortho aromatic 
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carbon atown Coulomb lawgral ef 0.17; othcr wor: xrv 
139.154 have 

used a ralue of 0. ýS -, Q*20 wUh s=cess. 7Uo parAmeters h, k and X 
for styrouo werc 41terod =X ma rwo ortlw/para =tlo3 of theorctical 

spla dcuoltics agmed vilth th, -. rama ratiou of cx; crUa=taL couplLng 

constants In a chnilar swazer to that used for bazz- ole acid (Chapter IV). 

7tt: foUowing paramans 

H 
1 -. -- c *ý, ý% 

' 

e-i 

7 CH2 
b2 w 0.17 ki 7"1.3 

x to "7 801.3 

pzvduced ratios of 0.694 and 0.364 (from ? IcLAcblaa p values) identical 
H 

to the experimental ratios. 7U McConnell QCII value relating coupliag 

constants to theoretical spin densities was obmbed from positiono of 
hilgrA spin density (mther than including the less reliable sueta positions) 

yieldIng the value of 26.9 Cb. Comiderution of several istyrenes gave 
H 

value of 20 (b. wCq2 
7he values of b, k, X and q detennined above were used to asiolp 

coupling constants to various substituted styrenes with additional inethyl,, 
Auorine and carboxyl parameters as In previous chapters. For vinylpyrldines 

the values hN = 0.8 and k CS a 1.1 were used (Cb&Pter 10 - 
For ortho_-fluorostyreno a choice arises as to whether fluorine Is In 

the 2- or 6- position and MO. calculations fAvour the 2- position. Similarly 

meta-fluorine is placed In the 3- position while oxthO and meta MethYl grOUPS 

are placed in 6- and 5- positions respectively. 
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TABLE I 

Coupling Constants and 7beoretical Spin Densities 

for Styreneg 

Ring positions are'numbered as In the following diagraimp 

5 
H 

4 
7 
C4k%CH 

Q, 

2 
328 

Experknental Calculated 

Coupling Spin Spin densities 
constants densities 

Substrate Position. (09) HM: kel MclAchlan 

Styrene 2 3.82 0.142 0.134 0.142 
3 0.87 0.032 0.008 -00024 
4 5,51 0.205 0,182 0.204 
5 0.59 0.022 0,042 0.020 
6 2.00 0.074 0.032 '0.074 
7 1.51 0.056 0.035 0.044 
8 7.35 0.367 0.307 0.368 

ct-methyl- 2 3.44 0.128 0.13$' 0.146 
6"ne 3 0.29 0.011 0.008 -0.024 

4 5.07 0.188 0.188 0.213 
'024 5 0.65 0.024 0.045 00 

6 2.15 0.080 0.081 '0.074 
7 1.31a 0.047 0.080 0.045 
8 6.65 0.333 0.278 0.334 

O-Methyl- 2 W7 0.140 0.157 0.171 
, Ztyrene 3 0.37 0.014 0.002 -0.032 

4 4.92 0.183 0,181 0.203 
5 0.89 0.033 0.065 0.049 
6 1.48 0.033 0.062 0.049 
7 2.60 0.097 0.034 0.046 
8 7.68 0.384 0.292 0.350 

v#a* continued 
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Substrate 

m-mettiyl- 7tyrene 

o-flwro- 
styrene 

TABLE I (continued) 

posidoA 

2 
3 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Experimental 

coupling spin 
constants densities 

(Ce) 

3.98 0.148, 
0,64 0.024 
5.49' 0.204 
0.86a 0.031 
2.17 0.081 
1.52 0.056 
7.35 0.368 

5.89b 0.118 
038 0.014 
4: 57 0.170 
0.94 0.03S 
1.84 0.068 
0.94 0.035 
7.51 0.376 

Calculated 

Spin deasitles 

Hl-UCkOl MCIACblaa 

0.145 0.156 
0.006 -0.024 
0.176 0.197 
0.04S 0.026 
0.07S 0.065 
0.085 0.044 
0.307 0.368 

0.116 01119 
(9.018 -0.011 
0.198 0.213 
0.029 0.004 
0.099 0.097 
0.087 0.048 
0.301 0.360 

ut-flwro- 2 398 0.148' 0.142 0.152 
styrene 3 1: 22b 0.024 0.006 -0.034 

4 5.23 0.194 0.173 0.2W 
5 1.00 0.037 0.044 0.024 
6 2.43 0.090 0.077 0.068 
7 1.53 0.057 O. Oss 0.044 
a 7.66 0.383 0,307 0.368 

rflwro- 2 5.29 0.197 0.142 0.153 
styre" 3 0.49 0.018 O. W4 -0.029 

4 11.17b 0.223 0.176 0.196 
s 1.26 0.047 0.035 0.014 
6 2, S3 0,094 0.082 0.076 
7 1.41 O. OS2 0.089 0.050 
8 8.53 0.426 0.304 0.365 

s* 4o continued 
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TABLE I (continued) 

Experimental Calculated 

Coupling Spin Spin densities 
constants densities 

Substrate Fýsltfon (00 H"uckel McLaclilan 

27fluora- 2 4.50 0.167 0.14S 0.158 
ty-methyl 1 3 <0.4 0 O. OD4 -0.029 
Styrene 4 13.34b 0.267 0.181 0.204 

5 1.09 0.041 0.039 0.917 
6 1.80 0.067 0.081 0.075 
7 1.70a 0.061 0.084 0.050 
8 6.34 0.317 0.275 0.330 

4-vinyl- 2 2.49 0.092 0.097 0.086 
pyrldine 3 0.47 0.017 0.042 0.028 

4 3.95c 0.138 0.153 0.159 
5 2.12 0.079 0.082 0.076 
6 1.02 0.038 0.070 0.051 
7 0.32 0.012 0.061' 0.015 
8 8.30 0.41S 0.3a2 0.370 

2-"1- 1 3.44 0.128 0.073 0.066 
pyrIdInp 2 <0.4 0 0,048 0.025 

3 0.195 0.217 
4 3.36C 0.118 0.136 0.133 
5 <0.4 0 0.001 -0.026 
6 4.39 0.163 01148 0.158 
7 0.73 0.027 0.073 0.025 
8 7.72 0.386 0.325 0.397 

clanamic 2 3.87 0.1" 0.128 0.150 
acid 3 1.18 0.043 0.002 -0.028 

4 4.91 0.183 0.143 0.170 
S 0.81 0.030 0.133 -0.011 
6 3.20 0.119 0.104 0.120 
7 8108 0.300 0.184 0.193 
8 3.02 0.151 0.176 0.177 

inethyl proton coupling; J> fluorine couplIar, C 111trO P. An coupling- 
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TABLE It 

Calculated ir'Valuza for Radical-ant=z of 

Stymme and Relatod Compounda 

Substrate 
-r 

Value, 

Styrene 2,0027 

u-M"Istyrone 2.0027 

1-Methylatyrene 2.0027 

m -Methyletyrene 2.0027 

o-Fluorostyrene 2.0027 

m -Mlwrosqnne 2.0027 

rflwroayrone 2.0029 

rflwro-a-tuethyl6tyrone 2.0029 

2-vinylpyridine 2.0029 

4-vinylpyridine 2.0030 

cfnn-tutic acid 2.0030 
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, ý, V 

Spect=n of ttio radlcal-aaloa of styreac (uppar) 

and the comptTer simulation (lower). 
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Spectnma of the radIcal-avlon of tncmý fluorosryrene (upper) 

and the computer simulation (lower). 
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, 

Spectrum of the Tudical-anicia of a -methylstyrene (upper) 

and the computer simulation (lower). 
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Spectrutu of the radlW-anlon of cinnawle acid (upper) 

and the computer Mmulation (lower). 
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. ý, 01,1 

Spectrtun of tim radlwl-anlon of 4-vlnylpyrldlne (upper) 

and the computer igmulation (lower). 



t26 
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Upper: Mixed spectrum obtained from the reduction of 

pbCAYlacMIene. 

Centre: Computer simulation of the dominant phenylacetylene 

radical-anton. 

Lower: Spectr= obtalned from obseryation 1 sec. after 

inixing phenylacetyleae and e.. 7he coupling Solv 
constants agree with those for the styrene radical- 

anloa, 
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REDUCTION OF AROMATIC CARBOXYLIC' 

ACID AMIDES 

AND 

cis 0- UNSATURATED KETONES 
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INTRODUCTION 

lh order to test Ula scope of the ucW flOw SYStOm MWY cOmPOUIldO 
were Investigated; a substantial number of these produced either poor 

spectra (e. g. anisoultrile) or Ao spectra at all (L. L. - cyclopentadlene)t 

but well-resolved spectra were obtained from two or three members of 

at least two groups of compounds. These Mups are (a) aromatic 

carboxylic acid smides and (b) a. o-unsaturated ketones, and because, 

at the time of writing6 only a few spectra front eaa pvup have been 

obtained the discussion which follows to necessarily more superficial 

than that in previous chapters; indeed In most cases a complete assignment 

of coupling constants bas Aot be= made. , 
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AROMATIC CARBOXYLIC ACID AMIDES 

Reduction of benzamide can take place either at the amide function 
19M or at the aromatic ring. Xuahne and Lauibert"I during reduction of 

benzamide by sodium In Uquid ammonia with added ethanol obtained no 
IsolaMe quantities of d1hydro- or tetrahydro- derivatives; reduction of 

the amide group produced b=ylamlne'O This was unexpected since 
benzanddes behave its taonobasic acids in liquid ammonia156.157 and 
the fortnation of the anion should protect the carbotyl group. However, 

replacement'of etbanol by text. butanol In the reAction pve 1,4-dLhydro- 

lv=amIde,, indicating-that the product of reduction depands on the pKa 

of be-numide to a particular solvent; the easier the formation of the anion 

the greater the resistance of the atuide group to reduction. 
B. s. r., speýtra of radicals froin tuany hul&s IS8-160 and some 

substituted awldes83,154 have been recorded. VOj; S161 bas electrolysed 
substituted thlobenzamides In acetoultrile but broad Mes and poor resolution 
led to only a few of the many coupling constants for each molecule being 

determined, while Itself and other simple thlobenzamidee 

gaye no spectra. Broad lines for the e. a. r. spectvan of 
-para - 

n1tro- 
be==Ide radical. anjon were elplained83 by unresolved, amide group, 

coupling, while Framkal'54 noticed 'peculiar line shapes' for the spectrum 

of terepfthalamide radIcal-anion which on cooling produced nmy more 
lines and an imanalysWe spectrmu assumed to be due to the presence of 

two Isomers. Proton nuclear niagaetic resonanco evidence has been used 
to indleate slow rotation about the carbonyl-to-Ph=yl I)Dnd In many ortho-162-165 

and one meta- substituted'66 beazamides while benzamide Itself In dioxane 

has been ShOWU167 to have a d1liedral angle of 37.0 

la an attempt to Invest4pte such sterIc bbd=ce effects further some 
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substituted benzamides and be=mIde itself were reduced In the flow 

system. Five ben, zamides gave well-resolved analysable spectra and 

the results are shown in Table 1. Two audd6s (benzoylhydraziae and 
No N-dImetbylbc=mIde) gave poor spectra while thloban7amide and 

cIn=uuuIde gave well -resolvad spectra which so far have evaded analysis. 
A related compound, benzoylcyaWde, gave a spectrum which has also 

not yen been analysed, but appears to resemble closaly that from benzamide. 

Those spectra which were analysed clearly show Inequivaleat ring 

protons and while unresolved amida group coupling may have been responsible 
154 for some line broadenln, %as dicussed by some ýauthars o restricted 

rotation might have contributed to some extent,, A sialft amide proton 
(as expected) Is seen for p2ra-iluaro- and. Ura-m*UjlbenzamW, while no 

amide protons are observed for benzamide, meta-fluorobenzamide and 

ortho- methylbenzamtdc, presumably because of th* small amount of un- 

paired spin density on the amide group (a3 shown bY AN) giving a value for 

AH too small to be resolved. CONH2 
Coupling constants hava been assiped by comparlson with known 

substituted 
, 
benzamides and more definite assigm=nts should be forthcoming 

on completion of HUckel and McLachlan molecular orbital calculations. 
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TABLE I 

Coupling Constants andg-Values Obtained 

for Radical-anions of Denzamides 

Ring positions are nuaibered as la the following diagram 

56 

// 
0 

40ý--C". 
'NH2 

3278 

Substrate Position coupling constwe 
(00 

B=Z3Udd43 2 3.37 
3 0.67 
4 10.74 
5 0.89 
6 3.95 
7 0.98 
8 

a-M&Wylbemudde 2 3.99b 
3 1.09 
4 11.98 
5 0.44 
6 3.53 
7 0.73 
8 a 

rMethylbenzamide 2 2.24 
3 1.06 
4 7.94b 
5 0.87 
6 4.03 
7 2.99 
a 1.06c 

g-Value 

2.0033 

2.0032 

2.0031 

vo#. coatlaued 
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suýctrata 

=-Vlwi: obcnzamlda 

n-Vlwrobenzamide A. 

TABLE I (continued) 

Position coupli: ig const=s 
(02-) 

2 
3 

2 
3 
4 

5.27 
d 2,49 

8.78 
0.26 
2.96 
0.99 

5.36 
1 '1 d . 7: 05 
1.45 
5.94 
2.10 
1.11C 

a UAcertalaty In assipment of some coupling consmats. 

b Methyl proton coupHng. 

c CouplIng duo to one proton* 
d Fluorine coupling. 

g-Value 

2.0030 

2.0036 
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Mif-spectrutu of the 1"IlUlde ridIcal-antom (uppar) 

and me compiter simulation (lower). 
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Spectrum of the radical-anion of ortho-methylbenzatulde (upper) 

and the computer simulation (lower). 
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41 ý 

Spectrum of the radical-anlon of ILarn-fluorobenzatulde (upper) 

ajad the computer simulation (lower). 
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-at 
0- UNSATURATED KETONES 

The results obtained from reduction of three ketones I. e. =Csltyl 

oxides 3#5o 5-trimetuyl-2-cycloheZen-1 -one (isophorone) and 2-cyclol=cn- 

I-ono are given In Table 11. Isophorone,, wesItyl oxide and other a, 0- 

uasaturated ketones have beca reduced by potassium In hexamethyl- 

phospboramide by Angibeaud"a to give the corresponding saturated 
169 ketones and the mechanism to discussed by Smith for the sluWar 

reducing medfusu of 11thlutu In liquid ammoiga, 

00 Li 0 

C43 
,j 

CH3 CH3 
2 LI Proton 

. NH Donor 3 

Yf 

R R R R RR 

Yields of saturated ketone without added proton donor are lower due to 

ataide side reactions. Depending on the conditions, tuesityl oxide can 
be reduced not only to the saturatc4 ketone but also to products Involving 

reduction of the ketone group. 
170 Polymerisation to also known to occur 

for some, cr, 0-uasaturated ketones,, e. g. the polarographic reduction of 

COI 5CII CHCOR171 , and of cyclohexenone. 
172 Th, * results for the 

ketones shown In Table 11 Indicate that spectra observed In the present 

work are due to the primary radical-anions rather than from fuxther 

reduction products. Other croO-uasaturated ketones for which e. s. r. 

spectra have been obtained hitherto are the tropone radical-anion. 
173 
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4,4-dlmethyl-2-cyclobaxen-I _OneI74 and, a similar class of compounds, 

the cyclohexanediones. 175 The tecmd'df these, although showing a poorly- 

resolved spectrum, Is helpful In the coupling constant assipmeat of the 

present racUcal-aniono. 
For viesityl oxIde (1) 

H\ CH 

Oýc CH 
\ 

CH3 

tho assigntacut appears to be strai&btfoiward; six equIvaleat protons from 

the two inethyl groups on 0- carbon, three equivalent protons from the or- 

inothyl group and one proton attached to *- carbon. 
For 2-cycloboxen-l-one (11) and Isophorone (111) 

00 

5 

602 46 2 

543 CH 354 

113 

CH CH3 3 

asslq=eat Is not so straightforward. From mesityl oxide for which 

assiDuacut has been tmde and Isophoronet where the A-methyl coupling 

constant Is cas fly obtained from the a. s. ; 
1. 

spectruw. the p- carbon atom 
'3" must have a fairly hlgb unpalred spin, density. From tuesityl oxide 

and 4.4-dituethyl-2-cyclottexen-l-me (, V)174 9 the a- carbon '2' must be 

vamll and froru (1), (IV) (where IfUckel M. 0, calculations have been 
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performed) and semidlonesI76 the methyleno group at poeltion W In the 

cyclohexene structure should be fairly large. To accomm date the 

re=injag coupling constants the istructure of the nwlecules must be 

ro, asidered la the ligit of cjnfon=tkwl analysis. Cycloh=Cnegv 177 

cyClohe%&nonC8* 176 and other sit membered alicyclic compouads178 are 
known to exist In either 'chair' (or "Jalf-chair' for cyclohexenes) or 'boat' 

forms which are constantly flipping frorn one conformer to another. At 

varying conditions such as temperature and molecular substitution one 

or other eDnformation nay be preferred. or the barrier to flipping may 
be small enough to allow fast transformation to take place from one 

conformer to the other giving effectively equal environments ford: ý& 0 two 

methylene protons which would be tmequal la one conformer. For the 

subistituted cycloboxenones considered above It Is obvious that oni conformer 
to preferred and axial and equatorial methylene protons give different 

coupling constants. 
From the discusslon so far the following assigments "a be uladw. 

00 

1-2 0-73 Ot 

_A 

Ot 

32-10 Ot CH3 
I 

CH3 CH3 14-29 Oe 

w1w tue rest of the coupling constants to be assigmed to the 4- and 6- 

pDoldons. 
Peductloa of more cr. 0-tinsaturated ketones to at present In progress 

and exact and complete assignment of coupling constants way be made from 
further results, Russell 176 hapt)Van able to determine conformational 
lifetimes and ratios of conformers present and these determinations nmy 
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also be possible for (U) and (M) by similarly comparIng -results to the 

radIcal -anions of substituted cr, A-untaturated decalones wherc cOuPling 

c==ts are thought to be dw to PUM 6xial and equatorial bonds. 
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TABLE 11 

Coupling Constants and g- Values Obtained for 

RAdical-anform Of OtO-Unsaturated Ketones 

Substrate Position couplin5a g-Value. 
Constants 

Mosityl o4do 

2-Cyclohemen- 
I-one 

., v 
11 
C"' '3 

CH,,,, 2 CH 
C4 Sv6 

CH3 CH3 
56 

0ý 

12 
623 

4 
6 

563 

4 

0 
Isophorone 

6 

CH3 5 

CH 34 

4.65 
0.75 
6.30 

0.73 
32.10 

0.73.12.98 
0.73,17.47 

2.0023 

2.0076 

2 1.20 
3 14.29 2.0037 
4 4.35,13.66 
6 6.89.22.55 

CH3 
.... continued 
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Substrate 

4,4-DImMyl-2. b 
cycloh=cn-l-ono 

TABLE 11 (contiaued) 

0 

6 

5 
4 

c3 CH 3 

Poisition Coupling 
constants 

(04 

2 1.72 
3 5.16 
6 5.87. S. S7 

a Asslg=ent of coupling ccusamats b uncertain. 
b Results frota ref. 174 Included for comparison. 

g-Value 

2. W46 
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Spectrum of the radIcal-anlon of wesltyl oxIde (upper) 

and Me compmer simulation (lower). 
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Spectrum of we radical-anion of isopborone (upper). 
" 

and the computer simulation (lower). 
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EXPERIMENTA-L 
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DESIGN' OF FLOW MIXER 

Several techniques for providing a bl$ft concentration of short-lived 
free radicals for c. s, r. obsevation were mentioned JA the Introductory - 
chapter, and the flow umtbod Ja particular was discussed. Avery successful 
design of rapid-flow apparatus is that of Dixon &Ad MrmamI8 which coast.,!: S 

of &A e. s. r. 'aqueous flat ccU utodifled to allow two solutifts to mix just 

prior to entering the narrow part of the call; a diagram, of the mixer Is shown 
In Fig. I and exan3ples of Us use are given In rots. -18-21. ý ýt, 

Experiments In wtacti the Dixon and Norman udxer was used with 
liquid anunonta solutions were abandoned for two reams, First, It was 
felt that the aqueous e. s. r. call would be unable to withstand the high pressures 

often encountered in the first stages of flowing; second. the poor Initial 

spectra obtained Indicated that Um Usue lapse between talzing and observation 

was too long. in an effort to remedy these faults a mixing cell was designed 

based on an apparatus of Moskowitz and Dowam'82 whose mixer was 

fonued by pecking a, glass tube with capillary tubeso heating and drawing 

out to a pointe -7be drawn-om point was cut off in such a way as to present 

a flat tabdog plane with a cross-section consisting of a number of boles 

half of which belonged to capillary tubes and half to Interstices, ' Solution A 

was passed down the capillary tubes, solution 0 down the Interstices and 

Moskowitz and Bowman quoted extremely short Intervals of time for complete 

mbdus. Altbowh the first fgw results of the present work were obtained 

With a MIXIag cell Very simils to that used by MaskowU2 and Dowtuan the 
diUlculty of producing the correct cross - sectioAal patte= at the nozzle 
con umed a large amunt of thue and &aware., 

In order oo facilitate construction the basic design was uxpdUled In jouch 

a way as to allow for separate preparation* of ttm jaJIUS-call, jacket and a 
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number (10-20) of drawn out cAPSIlary tubes, * the latter are placed In the 
jacket and, cut off to form aW mixing plane In the Inallner Previously 
discussed. A diagram of this mixer to shown In Fig. 11 and It can be 

secn that a plug of Araldfte Is necessary to hold the capilbay tubes In place 

and to separate solutions A aW D In the main bxly of the mixer. Fixed 

to the nozzle by Araldire Is tho flow tube of approximately 2 mm internal 

diinietervilitch Is the u3sx1mum dIaMetei allowed by the dielectric constant 

ofliquid aninionla (22.4 at -33. OC). Difficulties wire encountered with the 
Araldite plug which, owing to the different coefficients of expansion of glass 

and Aruldire, often caused the glass jacket to crack during the flow of 

cold solutions with the result that cill lifetimes of onlý approximtely 2-3 

flow experiments were common. Cracking of the &ss was prevented to 

sonic extent by'using a softer-settIng grade of AraldIto and to a large 

c%tant by inserting a film of compressible Evo-Stlk between the Araldite 

and tho glass. 
Although use of the inizing-cell provided some very well-resolved 

e0s. r. spectra, which to a Rood test of a4equate mixing characteristics. 
further itiention abould be made of criteria (discussed In Chapter 1) for a 

good mixing-c-ell, 
Cavitation (the production of bubbles due to WAft flow rates) must be 

absent since It would cause Intermittent detualng of the c. a. r. spectrometer; 

this did not occur during the present work. Mie rate Of mixing was 

tested visually by running volutIons of acids and bases with colour 
Indicators; no unchanged Indicator colour was observed Immediately after 
the nozzle. During an average run approximately four Wes of liquid 

ammonia passed, through the cell In about 15 minutes; flow rates were thus 

of t1w order of 4-5 ml per sec. For efficient mixing and to reduce 
deviations from 'mass-flowl to a minimum. turbulent flow must occur for 
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which the mlalwtun critical volodty Is griven by Reynold's equation (6ce 

Chapter 1). 7be critical veloc4,, a c, Is given by 

tic 1.000 1 cra/scc 
pxr 

and the value for liquid ammoula at -3? C In a flow tube of 2 alm Internal 
diameter 18 37.32 cm/sec or 1.17 ml/sec which Is well below $low rates 
actugaly used. However,, Increased turbulence at the nozzle might be 

obtained If turbulent flow occurs la the capillary tubes just prior to mixing. 
Assuming each capillary tube (and cross-sectiort of Intersticial holes) to 
bave an average diameter of 0.25 win the critical velocity for turbulence 

WOUld be 300 cm/sec or 0,587 =I/sec 14 each capillary, Foraflow 

CXPOrtment with it cell Containing ten capillary tubes thmurp which pass two 11tres 

'Of 60lutiOn 14 15 WLRUZOS thQ AOW rate In each tUbe Is aPPIOXImately 0.22 

mllsec Le. below sic. 

TWO-STAGE MIXER 

A two-stage mixing-cell was developed for the purpose of Investigating 

the pyridine/etunol reduction discussed in Chapter U, 7he protovype is 

shown in Fig. III and aithouZ, # its construction was somewhat more 
dUlicult than the singie-stage udzer the basic principles remain the saine. 
A modUication of the prototype was necessary (shown In Fig. IV) In order 
to overcome the problem of solition pressures working against each other 
before reaching the nozzle resulting In greatly differing flow rates of 
solutions A. B and C. 
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A- TYPICAL FLOW EXPERIMENT 

A typical cxPeriment involved the preparation of 10,3 . 10-2 M 

solutions both of sodluzu and of the compound under investigation In liquid 

ammonia. The flow set-up is shown diagrammatically In Fig. V. 7be 

solutions were driven under pressure of nitrogen Into the mixing -cell 
via narrow-bore tubes well lagged wM solid carbon dioxide chips. 7be 

temperature of we mixed solutions In the flow tuba was monitored with 

a thermocouple attached to a galvenometer and usually found to be between 

-Se and -4d*C. DIULdulty was often encountered when a particular 
batch ol liquid ammonia contained Impurities causing decomposition of 

the solvated electron solution. In those cases where rapid decomposition 

of solvated electron soltalaa accurred the batch of ammonia was discarded, 

but for slo'w &composition (givin; hydrogen) the solutions wore often used, 

the hydrogen bubbles (which would datune the spectrometer) being caught 
In a gas trap placed just before the mixing-cell. 

Only short spectrwu recording times were possible (100-500 sec) 
because of the high flow rates used and this resulted In some loss of ' 

resolution for many compounds although for spectra such as 2-fluoropyridine 

(Chapter 11) It would be difficult to Improve resolution on a longer is 
time. 

THE STATIC REDUCTION EXP13RIMENT 

7be static reduction tecbnJque for observing stable radical-anions 
was carried out by adding a tulaute amount of co rapound to a 0.1 M sol utIoA 
of sodium in liquid ammonia. 7be tube was then placed in the spectrometer 
cav* and kept at the required temperature by passing a stream of 
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precooled, nicrogen gais rouad the tube Wing 9 Varllblc t=Pergture 

apparatus supplied with the C. Or., opectroinetere With Practice 
observations could be begun wittda halt a rulaute of suWag. 

THE SPECTROMETER 

lbg>'e. 0 t. eipectrozueter'used was i Decýi Radar X1 employing a 
Newport lastruments M2 7" magnet syste4u. Spectra were recorded 
ou X-Y and Y-T recorders. 

DETERMINATION OF g-VALUES 

The g-value (and field value) of the solvated electron peak was 
calculated by comparison with Potassium peroxylaminedisulphonate 

(Fremy's saltýfor which g 2,0055 and diphenylpicrylbydrMl (DPPH), 

g-2.0036, giving ge,, 
Ol, 

2.0011 which compares well with the 

figure of 2.0012 given by Pastor, 183 g-Values for radIcal-anions were 

obtained by measuring the separation between the centre of a spectrum and 
the solvated electron peak. converting to umpetic field units (after running 

a saraple'bf Frenýy's salt In dflute KOII which has a three line spectrian 

of I ý. 07 Oa separation) and using the equation hv in a H. 

MATERIALS USED 

Compounds were In most cases purified by distillation or recrystallisation 
where quantity of material allowed, but In two Instances, 2,, 4,6-collidLne 

and 10dobenzene, distillation &Iona did not free the compounds from 

latedering Impurities. 7ba collIdLae contained an Impurity of 3,5-luddine 
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wh" was rcmoved by first preparlag the plerate and recrystallising 
five tlmeswtdch gave 2,4,6-collidine picrate'raelting at l5eC (11t. 184 

l5eC, cf. 3.5-lutidIne p1crate M. P. 229"C). Ue collidlao was then 

regenerated by eluting w" benzene from an alwnlaa chromatographic 

coltann. 
Styrenes were purified from stabillser by washing with 4M NAOH 

and water and drying with Drierite folloived by caldwa hydride before 
distilling at reduced pressure. 

Iodobanzene could not easily be separated from a altrobenzene 
Impurity and was therefore prepared In the laboratory by the method 

of Baker and Waters'" where there was no possibility of the presence 

of nkrobenzene'occurrink In the product. 
Compounds not commercially available were prepared In the 

laboratory. 2,6-Pyridinedicarboxylic acid N-made was prepared by 

the method of Hervood and DunnI86 and 2.6-pyridinedlearboxylic acid 
187 diethyl ester using the method of Barnes and Fales. 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

Computation of electron spin densities was performed with a program 

supplied by Dr. D. M. Hirsto modified by Dr. 0, T* Neal, on an Elliott 
4130 system computer. Programs for the computer simulation of ca. r. 

spectra were provided by Dr. OX. Elowarth and Dr. G. T. Neal. 
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Fig. 1. Mic Dixon and Norum mbdag-c4l. 
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SOLUTION B SOLUTION A 
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Fig. 11.1,11XIOgcell developed to obtain the results 
discussed In the present work. 
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SOLUTION 13 -> 

SOLUTION A 
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rýjg. 111. Two vtggp vibtbg-cell: prototype. 
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SOLUTION A 

SOLUTION B -> 

SOLUTION C -> 
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Mg. IV. Wo tt*go wlxlaz-call: modifleation 

Of t: w pmtot7pe. 
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SOLUTION A 

SOLUTION B -> 

SOLUTION C -> 
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4z. "' 

Fit, * V. Rayld flow apparatus. 
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ABSTRACT' 

A rapid flow method for the Oioduction of radical-anions for electron 

spir. resonance (o. s. r. ) observaticm Is described whereby liquid ammonia 

solations of sodium and substrate are mixed in the cavity of the spectrometero 
7te mixing-cell consists of several capillary tubes placed In a glass jacket 

narrowing at one end to form A nozzlo. b. Liquid ammonI4 soltelons are 

pasned under pressure of n1tragen througi capillarY tubes and Lnterstices 

and radical-anlons can be observed within a few milliseconds of mixing. 

Results are presented iii five chapters. The reduction of pyridine 

and substituted pyridiaes In described In Chapter1l; with the exception of 
One mono- and all dicarboxylic acid derivatives, simple mortomer radical- 

anions are formed. Pyridinecarboxylic acids loidso In liquid ainutonia 

solution and In some cases the Ionized proton attaches Itself to the radical- 

anion fdrnýdng on N- protonated species. N- prownation Is also seen 
for pyridine Itself when redured to the presence of a large excess of 

CWnol# a strong acid La ammonia, A complemcmtary static reduction 
technique Is used to observe reduction on a longer time scale where 

several dluieric products are obsmed. for comatpla 2,6-dimethylpyridine 

gives 2p2'96,6%tetraviethyl-4,4'p-dlpyrJ4yI radical-anton. 
Carbon halogen boad-cleavage occurs rapiday when aryl. halldes, 

except fluoridest are reduced (ChapterIU). The halogen atom In flwro- 
benz. onitriles shows varying degrees of labilit3r, for example, a mixed 
apectrusu of halogenated and dehalogenated radlcal-anlons Is seen for 

arn-fluorobenzoaltrile while even after the insertlim of a one second 
delay between points of mixinj and observation only the halogenated 

md1cal-anion Is observed for inem-fluorobenzoattrile, 



Aromatic carboxylic acid reduction (Chapter IV) produces the expected 

radical-anions, with the exception of two nitro dl-acids which produce a 

mttture of radicals on the flow system, and a spectrum possibly 

corresponding to a radical-anion similar to the parent nitro di-acid on 

static reduction. Analysis of the major flow spectrum again indicates a 

protozated species. 

Styrenes and benzamides show non-equivalcnt ring protons resulting 
in complex spectra (Chapters V and VI). 7be *alpha effect' Is used in 

H"Uckel and McLachlan molecular orbital calculatlons for styrenes where 

one, ortho, ring position Is given a small Coulonýb integral value. 
7he results of the reduction of some &,, 0-unuturated ketones are 

discussed in Chapter VI, Analysis of the spectrum of mesityl oxide 

radIcal-anion Is stralgWorward,, while slow `rlng-fllpý from one conformer 
to another Is responsible for Inequivalent methy1cae protons In Isophorone 

and 2-cyclohexen-1 -one. 
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